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AUTHOR'S FOREWORD
This account of Labour's attitude to specifically Welsh matters is not a definitive
or comprehensive one. Rather, I have tried to gather most of the already-published
information between a single set of covers, adding the product of my own research. My
efforts to analyse, interpret and draw conclusions from this account were deliberately
minimal: the first priority was to relate facts and the arguments of those who made
the history. This, I hope, will enable people today to form more accurate judgements
of their own about the past.
I was provoked to undertake this work by an abysmal lecture delivered in Cardiff by
Professor Henry Palling, and which purported to deal with !he Labour Party and Welsh
Nationalism (1900-1950). It was obvious that Prof. Palling had barely looked beyond
Hansard (the parliamentary record) and the minutes of Labour's National Executive
Committee, shunning Welsh sources entirely. My resolve to excavate Labour's past was
stiffened by the ignorance of it shown by socialists in Wales and England during the
1979 Welsh Assembly referendum campaign. The distortions of Labour's traditions peddled
b7 Leo Abse and Neil Kinnock were particularly irritating.
The chapter on Aneurin Bevan is based on article I contributed to Planet (no. 41) in
January 1978. It attracted a generous letter from Bevan's biographer Michael Foot, who
expressed his wish to add something about Wales to any future edition of his book.
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''Turning to London''

1. Interpretations of
· Welsh Nationalism
In common with the other Welsh Liberal M.P.'s at the turn of the century, David
Lloyd George paraded as a 'Welsh Nationalist' in the pulpits and on the public
platforms of his homeland. The label was every successful politician's fly-paper,
attracting patriotic Welsh electors like flies. To claim it with ·credibility one
merely had to favour disestablishing the Church of England in Wales, to pay lip
service to the Welsh language, and to take an interest in Welsh educational affairs.
Advocacy of Home Rule was an optional extra, although any animosity towards the
English Monarchy, the British Empire or the Union with England would have incurred
the wrath of all decent, upstanding 'Welsh Nationalists• . Unlike the wilder elements
of Irish Nationalism, Welsh Nationalists up to World War One - the leaders of
cultural, religious and intellectual life - were Royalists, Imperialists and
Unionists almost to a man.
This Liberal-Nationalist-Nonconformist Establishment reached its political pinnacle
in the General Election of 1906, when Liberals bagged 29 of the Principality's 35
parliamentary seats. But the castle had been built on shifting sands: the character
of late Victorian Wales, of which Welsh Liberalism was the essence and the expression,
was mutating at an unprecedented pace. Nonconformity retreated as the euphoria of
the 1904-05 religious revival evaporated; braving the fire and brimstone of their
local chapels, the working classes indulged ever more recklessly in football, card
playing and the older vice of drinking. ~van Roberts's plea for peace and conciliation
in the work-place faded into folk memory as the clash between Capital and Labour
grew harsher. The stale Liberal shibboleths of D~sestablishment, temperance, Home
Rule and educational improvement shrank to insignificance beside labour's titanic
tussles with the quarryowners and, especially after 1908, the coal combines.
Liberalism's grip on the Welsh working-class loosened; orthodox Nonconformity's
stranglehold suffered an involuntary relaxation. The old order was elbowed further
into its sunset by the advance of anglicisation in the valleys of Gwent and east
Glamorgan: increasingly the immigrants were English-speakers from the Midlands and
West Country, whilst the home-bred generation now entering the mills, mines and
factories had been prised away from the Welsh language between 1870 and 1890 by the
State schools' "murder machine".
English was also the language of the socialist pioneers, evangelists like Robert
Blatchford and Keir Hardie, whose sorties into south Wales became more frequent
during and ' after the protracted coal strike of 1898. Indeed, those six months
proved t~ be a decisive gestationary period for the working-class movement: at its
end the South Wales Miners Federation (SWMF) was born, with some 60,000 members.
Within two years 127,000 miners had enrolled in its ranks. This was also a time of
consolidation in the rail, shipping, engineering and general labour unions, while
on the political front the number of Independent Labour Party (ILP) branches in
south Wales multiplied from 4 in 1897 to 31 by the end of 1898. Labour was flexing
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its muscles and finding its vocal chords. The ~pectre of independent labour
representation haunted the Liberal and 'Lib-Lab' duopoly of working-class votes.
Within a month of its foundation, the weekly and W~lsh language newspaper Llais
Llafur (Labour Voice) was serving notice on the Liberal Party:
We know how expensively wales has paid for her unswerving loyalty to the
Liberal Party and its 'programme', and that this great Party- which
claims unceasingly to fight the worker's battle - has not been above
trading upon this fidelity. We are a long way from suggesting that
Wales should turn to the Conservative Party or any other, in order to
achieve her national objectives; rather, we should wish to see Wales
freeing herself from party shackles altogether and to stand fearlessly
for those principles which are vital to the comfort and well-being of
her poverty-stricken children. We wish to see her refusing to follow
slavish!' the edicts of a party whose leadership comprises, for the
moat part, aristocrats and capitalists who use the name 'Liberal' but
who are out of sympathy with the mass of working people.
(26 February 1898)
This last claim was particularly appropriate in Wales where, it seems, barely a
shipping magnate, coal baron or quarryowner stood outside the Liberal Party. Powerful
employers such as Clifford Cory, Henry Radcliffe, D.A. Thomas (Viscount Rhondda)
and Alfred Thomas (Lord Pontypridd) were all Liberal in politics, mostly Nonconformist
in religion and occasionally Welsh in speech. But their true-blue colours were
hauled up the mast. for every wage-slave to see during bouts of industrial warfare,
notably the Cambrian collieries crisis of 1910-11.
Llais Llafur's aspirations for the electoral arena were gradually realised in the
first decade of the 20th century. More and more Liberal Associations were compelled
(by local circumstances or central party pressure) to select pro-labour candidates;
whereas Wales returned just one Labour and one Lib-Lab M.P. in the General Election
of 1900, in 1906 the tally was one Labour, one ILP and four Lib-Lab M.P.'s. Two
years later, after several bitter rows in the constituencies, the marriage of
convenience between Liberalism and Labourism came to an end in south Wales: the
affiliation of the Miners Federation of Great Britain (and thus the SWMF) to the
Labour Party snuffed out the line of Lib-Lab miners M.P.'s. By 1910 there were 104
branches of the ILP in Wales, ten of them having been established in Gwynedd over
the previous two years. The left-wing press flourished as never before - within
three years the Rhondda Socialist, Monmouthshire Labour News, South Wales Worker,
Merthyr Pioneer and Y Dinesydd Cymreig had been launched. Moreover, for thousands
of militant miners the whole concept of constitutional politics, even of a crimson
hue, stood condemned: revolutionary trade unionism - Syndicalism - recruited workers
to the Unofficial Reform Committee and its manifesto The Miners' Next Step, fuelling
cataclysmic confrontations with the coal goliaths up to and beyond the outbreak of
world war in 1914.
In south Wales the Liberal posture of paternalistic tolerance towards the army of
labour changed in the face of tumescent mutiny, although an expedient understanding
persisted in Parliament. Beginning in 1907, Liberal and 'Welsh Nationalist' M.P.'s
like J. Hugh Edwards, Clement Edwards and, later, Edgar Jones trumpeted their
Anti-Socialist Union up and down the mining valleys, pouring much of their invective
and propaganda into Keir Hardie's constituency or Merthyr Tydfil. They were joined
in the campaign by the Nonconformist denominations, with their Ministers and
magazines.- Socialism, marxism and syndicalism were indicted: the adherents of these
imported creeds were harangued as lawless, godless subversives who - amongst many
evil designs - desired the nationalisation of women and the break-up of the family.
They were socialist Svengalis who had duped the honest, God-fearing worker. The
minority of Ministers who defended socialism, men such as Gomer Lewis, James
Nicholas and Hubert Morgan, were chastised as collaborators - "yn derbyn eu cyflog
oddiar law gelynion ein cenedl" (who are in the pay of our nation's enemies). Their
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appeals for the church to take a more sympathetic view of labour's social conditions
and political aspirations fell on deaf ears at religious convocations.
One of the most injurious weapons in the reactionaries' armoury was Welsh national
feeling. Hardie, Blatchford, Ben Tillet and Arthur Cook were assailed as "aliens",
poisoning Welsh workers against Welsh employers, undermining the unity of the Welsh
nation and deflecting Wales from its historic mission as a Christian country. A
leading druid of the threatened Welsh theocracy, the Rev. W.F. Phillips, crystallized
the charges of anti-Welshness against Keir Hardie in this amusing and informative
assault:
Keir Hardie had an opportunity to show his resp~ct for Wales. The Prince
of Wales was being invested in the old town of Caernarfon. A great host
of peqple came together on that occasion, amongst them gentlemen of a
political complexion different from ours, such as Mr Balfour. For a . time
we saw there, side by side, the Bishops of the established Church and the
leaders of the Free Churches; staunch Radicals and stubborn Conservatives;
member~ of the House of Lords, and the people's chosen representatives
from the House of Commons. Keir Hardie M.P. was absent! It's likely that
he is too much of a man to sing 'Land of 'my Fathers' in Caernarfon; he
would prefer to do that amongst his disciples in the south, because so
few of the audience listening to him there would be able to identify the
language of the song -whether it is Welsh or the language of the South
Sea Islanders! In the Merthyr Pioneer Keir Hardie appealed to Mabon not
to go ~o Caernarfon; he said that if Mabon went, then the workers would
conclude that he was no friend of theirs!! Mabon also was absent. Only
~of the Labour Party's M.P.'s in Wales (Mr John Williams, my opponent
in the most recent election in the Gower constituency) displayed enough
interest in the Investiture and enough love for Wales to attend this
important and interesting event. I wish to acknowledge here that Mr
John Williams acted as a patriot; he taught his fellow-members from
Wales a lesson, by refusing to follow the lead of the narrow and unpatriotic
foreigner who, unfortunately, represents Merthyr Boroughs.
(Y Geninen, October 1911)
For scorning the Investiture, Hardie happily pleaded guilty three times over - as
a republican, an egalitarian socialist and a practitioner of genuine Welsh patriotism.
The Times reported on May 2, 1911:
Referring at a Labour Day demonstration at Tonypandy yesterday to the
forthcoming Investiture of the Prince of Wales at Caern~von, Mr Keir
Hardie said that the first Prince of Wales was the son of the conqueror
of Wales, and that the ceremony "ought to make every Welshman who was
patriotic blush with shame. Every flunkey in Wales, Liberal and Tory
alike, was grovelling on his hands and knees to take part in the ceremony•.
Funds, he added, could be raised for that purpose with ease, but when
there was money wanted to help the workers to gain even a living wage it
could only be found with difficulty.
Hardie himself previewed the Investiture in his Merthyr Pioneer:
is to have an 'Investiture' as a reminder that an English king and
his robber barons strove for ages to destroy the Welsh people and finally
eucceeded in robbing them of their land~, driving them into the mountain
fortresses of their native land like hunted beasts, and then had the
insolence to have his son 'invested' in their midst.

Wa~es

Through generations, the Welsh people will judge whose sentiments best expressed
Welsh pride and patriotism in 1911. Certainly the position in that year was the
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inverse of the one in 1969, when Welsh Nationalists boycotted the Investiture and the
Welsh Labour M.P.'s (except another Merthyr Member, s.o. Davies, and Ne.w port' s Roy
Hughes) scrambled for free seats in Caernarfon castle. Some things, however, remain
constant: in 1911 the Rev. T.E. Nicholas, one of the cockerels of the Red Dawn,
shovelled scorn onto the Investiture. Writing in Y Geninen (January 1912) he praised
Hardie's refusal to "commemorate England's supremacy over the Welsh or to dance with
a foreigner whilst recalling the subjugation of a people who had, for so long,
withstood the violence of the English". In 1969 the same Niclas y Glais, for more
than 45 years a Communist, rhymed his repugnance at the investiture of Prince Charles:
Ail-blennir y faner estron ar gestyll Cymru,
A phlyg pendefigion i'r Sais fel brwyn yn y gwynt,
A gwerin y graith - etifeddion y cawl a'r llymru
Yn anghofio slogan pont a chraig Eryri gynt;
Yng nghymanfa gwallgofiaid Cymru cyhoeddaf yn groch
Fod ystafelloedd y Castell yn dylcau moch.
The foreigner's flag planted again on the castles of Wales,
As nobles kneel to the Englishman like t~e rushes in a gale,
And the heirs of gruel and oatmeal - the scarred sons of Cymru,
Will forget the old slogan on the rocks and bridges or Eryri;
This gathering of Gwalia's lunatics, I defy
The Castle and its chambers ••• are a pigsty.
(~,

November 1968)

It is true that Hardie learnt the Welsh National Anthem which, we understand, he
sang in a rich baritone. Nor would he have gone short of practice - most ILP meetings
in the valleys ended with the singing of 'Hen Wlad fy Nhadau' together with 'The .Red
Plag'. As an outsider, perhaps Hardie valued the Welsh language more than some of its
native speakers. On an early visit to Wales, after hearing miners rendering the hymn
'Aberystwyth', he recorded the joyous experience in the Labour Leader: "What was more
wonderful than that the language of the little nation who twice repelled the hosts
of Rome two thousand years ago, who endured conquest after conquest, and even had
their language penalised, should be heard at all in this distant day".

•

But whereas the printed word of the old Christian gospel had been Welsh, the socialist
gospel that swept south Wales was overwhelmingly English. The Lodge libraries bulged
with books on Philosophy, Society, Economics and Politics - most of them in English.
The Welsh language's typographical decline is typified in the pages of Llais Llafur,'
published from Ystalafera in the Welsh-speaking ·Swansea Valley. Its first issue in
January 1898 was 85% Welsh but, as it spread outwards to become the premier Labour
paper in Wales, its English-language content expanded so that by 1914 Welsh occupied
only a token column or two. The Rhondda Socialist, published in 1912 in a valley
which Yas three-quarters Welsh-speaking, was 85% English; in the event of a deluge
of copy, the paper's Welsh page invariably suffered the sacrifice. Undoubtedly, this
anglicization was undertaken to accommodate the minority of workers unfamiliar with
Welsh. As time passed, and this minority grew in size, so too the number of socialist
and trade union meetings conducted largely in Welsh diminished.
Nevertheless, the old tongue exhibited all the surface signs of vibrancy. Its
exclusion from official status appeared to be of no consequence; when a Welsh~speaking
worker and ~is family receiveda lock-out notice or an eviction order (not infrequent
events) they were not going to pay too much attention to the language of publication.
Of course; there were class-conscious proletarians who desired the extinction of
Welsh as their unique contribution to the cause of internationalism; and there were
even more who over-reacted to those Liberal-Welsh Nationalists with their mediaevalist
magazines, their obsession with Celtic ethnicity and their dewy-eyed doting over the
Welsh language. Bu.t such hostile tendencies were by no means prevalent: the evidence
suggests, rather, that the general body of the working-class bore nothing but a
complacent good-will for Welsh. Furthermore, the language enjoyed the fervent

\
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allegiance of numerous socialists in the columns of Llais Llafur, the Merthyr Pioneer
( with T.E. Nicholas as its Welsh editor) and the labour-orientated Welsh language
papers such as Tarian y Gweithiwr (The Worker's Shield of Aberdare) and, in Gwynedd,
Y Werin and Y Dinesydd Cymreig.
The classic Liberal cause of Disestablishment lay as close to the hearts of Hardie
and the Lib-Lab M.P.'s as to those of its original champions. What differentiated the
labour men, though, was their unwillingness to pursue it to the virtual exclusipn of
social and industrial matters. In fact ·, when industrial strife reached epidemic
proportions in south Wales in 1912 it was the Rev. Gower Jones who chided the
Government for wasting time on Disestablishment instead of tackling society's evils.
Another disparaging correspondent in the Rhondda Socialist remarked that Disestablishment
would do nothing to alter the purchasing power of the sovereign in the worker's
pocket. Nevertheless, labour's spokesmen in St. Stephen's a_lways applauded att~mpts to
dismantle the ~lien state church in Wales.
From the outset; the pro-labour Members of Parliament sympathised with Welsh Home
Rule. The Liberal David Rendell was sent to Westminster by the miners and tinplaters
of Gower in 1888 on a 'Labour and Welsh home rule' ticket. Keir Hardie consistently
championed Home "Rule for the Celtic countries, from the earliest years in his native
Lanarkshire as a nominee of the Scottish Home Rule Association and the Irish National
League to the General Election of January 1910 when hi~ bulletin informed the people
of Merthyr:
Mr. Keir Hardie's election colours are Red, White and Green.
Red represents Labour in revolt, Green represents Nature and
Nationalism, Home Rule for Ireland and Wales. White represents
Strength and Purity.
In 1914, when the Liberal M.P. for East Denbigh, B.T. John, presented his Government
of Wales Bill for its First (and only) Reading to the House of Commons, with its central
provision for a Welsh Parliament, amongst its sponsors were the Presiden~ of the SWMF
William Brace and the Federation's General Secretary Thomas Richards. (The inclusion
of the latter, then the M.P. for West Monmouth, is a little surprising in view of
Richards' doubts about Home Rule a few years previously). But whereas the Labour
press, ILP activists and 'moderate' miners officials like Brace and William Abraham
("Mabon") were well disposed towards '!!elsh autonomy, the issue had no impact upon the
syndicalists of the south Wales coalfield. They derided party politics and its
institutions: a Welsh Parliament would merely be one more bourgeois building, to be
ignored or overthrown. Their publications attached no political potential or industrial
significance to Welsh nationhood. Thus it was in frustration that "Llafurwr" (Labourer)
wrote to a newspaper suffused with syndicalist ideas, to ask:

•

Why should the Liberals be allowed to consider themselves the only Welsh
Nationalists - with everyone else classified as unpatriotic foreigners?
I would like to see a good essay in the 'Rhondda Socialist' on this
matter. What is Welsh Nationalism? What does it mean for the workers
of Wales? How will it soothe the unrest of the working-class and meet
their cry for a · better way of life? Where does the Labour Party stand in
relation to this? I would acknowledge that we are not clear on this issue.
I believe, sir, in Home Rule for Wales - and for every nation come to
that, however big or small. Because Wales is naturally a democratic and
working-class country, she of all the four nations comprising the United
• Kingdom would have a Labour majority in parliament, and it would not be
long before the land and the coal-mines were nationalised along with
plenty of other things afterwards. Let us not allow the Liberals and
capitalists to blind us to positive Welsh Nationalism, nor our prejudices
to lead us away from what Wales needs - religious freedom and a Welsh
Parliament.
(Rhondda Socialist, 14 September 1912)
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Neither "Llafurwr" nor the other readers of the Rhondda Socialist were rewarded with
an editorial beacon to light the Nationalist road to Socialism. But "Llafurwr's" dream
of a free Wales - and what it should accomplish - does illuminate the gulf between
Labour's Welsh nationalism and . the Liberal Party's strain. In the words of Saunders
Lewis, the nationalism of the pre-War Welsh Liberals was the "spare time hobby of
corpulent and successful men". How could things have been otherwise? The class interests
of the Welsh Liberal capitalists resided in the British State and Empire (especially
after the ~pening-up of Africa after 1880) where their investments were as valid and
well-protected as any English ones. In addition, capital inside Britain was rapidly
becoming multi-national, with combines such as G.K.N. owning mines and factories on
both sides of the border. Just as these 'big' capitalists soon forsook any notions of
Welsh statehood, so too the petty-bourgeois Liberals (preachers, educationalists,
small businessmen, farmers, tenants and their sons) later abandoned any serious
agitation for W~lsh self-government as religious, educational and civil equality
came within their grasp. After 1900 few Liberals displayed any determination to wrest
Home Rule for Wales or to secure real status for the Welsh language. They reserved
their enthusiasm for religious reform, temperance and personal advancement: the third
of these witnessed the wildest successes.
Small wonder that this brand of Welsh Nationalism espoused by employers and
entrepreneurs, shot through with Royalism and Empire-worship, repelled the vanguard
of the young Labour Movement. Some of the older Lib-Lab figures still followed a
'Welsh Nationalism' in the Liberal mould, but for the ILP'ers 'Welsh nationalism'
meant a pride in the emergent Welsh working-class and its new, democratic organisations.
The careers of Welshmen in the British State's corridors of power were objects of
ridicule rather than rejoicing. Keir Hardie's 'Dowlais Declaration' of October 14, 1911,
encapsulates Labour's Welsh outlook; it was delivered shortly after the slaying of
two railway strikers in Llanelli, in a military operation applauded by the Liberal
Establishment and its Parliamentary house magazine, Wales.

•

We hear a lot of talk about Welsh nationalism. As a Scot I believe in
nationalism. But we must be careful that it is true nationalism and not
some worthless fake. We have seen members of the 'National Party'
li.e. Liberals) travelling around Wales making speeches; they have made
noises about Welsh nationalism; but has one of them been heard to say a
word of pity or sympathy ror the ageing mother and father who are weeping
their hearts out in a lonely home in Llanelli, for a young Welsh lad
shot through the heart? No, none of them. They sound off about Welsh
nationalism when they need to win votes, but when they are called upon to
assist the workers they are not nationalists then, nor are they Welshmen:
they are self-interested politicians hell-bent on keeping the workers
"in their proper places". Men and women of Dowlais, we need a Welsh
national party; and if Sir Alfred Mond can lead the present 'National
Party', it is perfectly possible for Keir aardie to lead the genuine
party. Here is the national party I have in view "The people of Wales fighting to repossess the land of Wales; the
working-class of Wales taking over the ironworks and furnaces, the
railways and great public works generally, and working them as
comrades - not for the profit of shareholders, but for the benefit
of every man, woman and child within your boundaries. That is the
kind of nationalism I want to see; and when it arrives we shall see
the Red Dragon emblazoned on the Red Banner of Socialism, the
international emblem of the world-wide Labour Movement".
(Y Geninen, January 1912)
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The ILP's position is propounded in this resolution of its South Wales Annual
Conference on 25 February, 1911 .:
There is nothing in the Labour and Socialist movement which is hostile
to the best interests of Welsh nationalism; furthermore, the workers of
Wales do not suffer from any social or structural injustice that is
not shared in the same fashion by their fellow-workers in England,
Scotland and Ireland; and it is through uniting with workers from other
countries, to fight an evil system that keeps land and industrial
capital in the possession of individual persons, that the best means
shall be prepared for laying the foundations of real national greatness,
free from the curse of poverty and social degradation which is an
essential part of the present system.
In this context, a Welsh Parliament would be the national means to a socialist end and not the institutionalisation of anti-Englishness or Welsh chauvinism. The prospect
of a self-governing Wales in harness to Sir Alfred Mond, D.A. Thomas and the rest was
no more attract.ive than the existing British set-up. What young Labour's nationalism
sought to do was to articulate the material, class interests of Welsh workers, to
adapt the movement to the Welsh temperament and to adopt the nation's radical traditions.
It was with the intention of further Cymricizing socialist politics that pressure
built up to establish an autonomous Welsh Independent Labour Party inside the ILP.
David Thomas' assertion that "the socialist movement cannot hope to succeed in Wales
unless it is established on a disti~ctly nationalist basis" drew support from, among
others, T.E. Nicholas and Cwmgorse miners' agent John James. Consequently, a
congregation of ILP members and disillusioned Liberals was convened during the 1911
National Eisteddfod in Carmarthen, and resolved:

1. The only party that can represent democracy in Wales is the Labour Party,
and that the spirit of Welsh Nationalism can only find full scope for its
political and industrial activities in the policy of nationalisation of the
land and the industries of ~he country.
2. Welsh branches of the ILP should join together to form one division of
the ILP known as the Welsh ILP.

.,

The ILP leadership was less than enthusiastic; even Keir Hardie advised the Welsh
branches against hasty action, urging them to wait and see how the Labour Party would
organise its machinery in Wales. Any wind in the dissidents' sails was soon removed
anyway, when the ILP Annual Conference decided to group all.its Welsh branches into a
single administrative unit- to be known not as the Welsh ILP, but as 'Division 8'.
The Labour and socialist movement owned no democratic, decision-making national
organisation for Wales as World War One approached; as yet there was no single,
authoritative voice of Welsh socialism.

ABOVE: Labour Home Rulers J.Keir Hardie
and Arthur Henderson
LEFT: ILPer, Communist and Nonco~formiet
minister T.E. Nicholas, 'Niclas y Glais'
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2. The Wax and Wane
of Home Rule
The Great War's public relations men portrayed it as a cataclysmic show-down between
Civilisation and the Rights of Nations on one side, and Imperialism plus Prussian .
Barbarity on the other. No matter that Ireland, Egypt, Poland, Finland and a prisoncolony of unfree countries might question the commitment of John Bull and the Russian
Bear to the principles of national self-determination; or that the holocaust owed its
origins rather more to matters of trade and commerce, empires and markets, pounds and
schillings. What. re~ains is the fact that the masses slaved and sacrificed for the
ideals enunciated in British State and ruling-class propaganda. Everywhere, the heroic
struggle of the Balkan nations against the Hapsburg and Ottoman Empires was held aloft
as an inspiration and a vindication; for a short while, even the determination of the
sibling Soviet State to resist Austro-German aggression received praise and
encouragement in ~he British Press. Nearer home, Ireland's 'English Problem'
ha~mhorraged afresh in February - first in blood, then in the Report of the Irish Home
Rule Convention published in April. A Home Rule Bill was swiftly -introduced in the
House of Commons as the quid-pro-quo for Nationalist acquiescence in Irish conscription.
This resurgence of underdog nationalism across St. George's Channel and on the .
Continent was treated with uncharacteristic sympathy by the British Establishment and
its Fleet Street mouthpieces. In such a climate, nationalism can be contagious: and
so it proved in Wales, where the seed-sowers ·of Home Rule- some sincere patriots, othere
driven by ulterior motives - found fertile ground where it had once been stony. Welsh
national feeling shook off twenty slothful years and groped for a more political
incarnation. The cultural institutions and devolved public bodies like the Welsh Land
Commission, the Welsh Insurance Commission, the Central Welsh Board of Education and
the Welsh Office of Pensions no longer seemed enough: Wales was pregnant with new
forms and shapes, with the desire to assert its nationhood in the way of the times.
The idea of a directly-elected Welsh National Education Council, supported by a
number of Labour organisations, was speedily inflated into a demand for Welsh autonomy
in all spheres of government. Local Authorities represented in the Central Welsh
Board (for intermediate education) called a national convention for May 21, 1918, in
Llandrindod Wells to consider education and devolution; over a period of just two months
Home Rule received the blessing of bodies as diverse as the Glamorgan, Swansea and
Barry education committees, Cardiganshire County Council, the Welsh Parliamentary
Party, and the Liberal-capitalist press in Wales •

•

At the dawn of this renaissance stood many well-respected figures in the Labour
movement. Their own words best express the vision, and divisions, that Home Rule
engendered in the working-class world. For example, the General Secretary of the North
Wales Quarrymen's Union, R.T. Jones, declared in Welsh Outlook (April 1918):
The Welsh working man on the whole bases his political and economic ideas
on moral principles and not on expediency, and he has a far higher conception
of his duties to the State than is generally supposed. At heart he is a
Republican with a passionate love for his own country, and would gladly
'welcome the opportunity of taking a direct share in the government of his
- ~native soil in accordance with the principles he believes in.
Before the Labour movement in Wales can make effective headway it must
concern itself with National ideals and aspirations and evolve a pure,
efficient and democratic government within its own poundaries, and Wales
must secure Autonomy before the real interest, enthusiasm and ideals of
the working classes of Wales can get a proper outlet to give full effect
to the democratic ideas and principles which we sincerely believe in; and
Labour in Wales, in my opinion, should not delay in declaring itself
clearly in favour of self-government for its own country and strive
energetically to carry its declarations into effect.
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On May 6, 1918, the NWQU called unanimously for Federal Home Rule at its annual
conference in Bethesda. Also in the north, that tireless champion of Welsh and workingclass causes, Beriah Gwynfe Evans, looked wistfully to the creation of a Welsh
Nationalist Labour Party; the Secretary of the North Wales Labour Council, David
Thomas, urged the formation of a Welsh Labour Party to fight for Wel~h demands - but
one inside the British Labour Party, not outside:'
One cannot truthfully say that our national grievances are a burning question
with the Welsh rank and file, and you cannot reasonably expect the workingclasses to subordinate the aims which they have in common with their English
comrades to such objects as Welsh Home Rule, and a Welsh temperance policy,
important though they be.
(Welsh Outlook, April 1918)
Five days after the quarrymen's resolution, the North Wales Labour Council approved
a Home Rule motion at its annual conference in Wrecsam, with Labour Party Secretary
Arthur Henderson speaking in favour and not a vote or a voice against. In view of"these
occurrences, the .judgement delivered by Cyril Parry in The Radical Tradition in Welsh
Politics:'a study of Liberal and Labour politics in Gwynedd 1900-1920' is surprising:
From its inception (in 1915) the North Wales Labour Council had fallen
under the control of the delegates from the branches of the nationally-based
unions located in in the anglicised areas of north-east Wales. In contrast
to t~ - :>e delegates, the Gwynedd trade union leaders in 1918 still retained
much 01 their pre-war isolationism. Their attitude towards Welsh nationalism
.provideb a clear example of this. The pre-war labour leaders in Gwynedd had
been explicitly nationalist; they supported the formation of a Welsh Labour
Party. In the post-war years they still retained their nationalism; R.T.
Jones fought the 1918 election in Caernarvon on a labour and nationalist
programme. On the other hand the majority of delegates on the North Wales
Labour Council, though accepting the need to organise labour in Wales on a
national basis, showed no interest in or sympathy with political nationalism.
(The Radical Tradition in Welsh Politics p.53)

Dr. Parry is a distinguished and pioneering historian, but he is clearly mistaken
either about the composition of the NWLC or about the political sympathies of its
delegates; the aforementioned resolutions of north Wales Labour organisations i,n favour
of Home Rule are unmentioned in Dr. Parry's works.

In south Wales also, Home Rule did not suffer from any shortage of spokesmen: for
example, the militant miners' agent for the Anthracite District, John James, insisted
that Autonomy was the ideal basis for better government and the genuine brotherhood
of neighbouring nations; fellow-miners• agent GeorgeBarkerof Abertillery advocated ·
Home Rule with equal enthusiasm, even suggesting that a Welsh National Party would win
mass support if it stood for workers' control of the major industries. This concern
to link Welsh nationhood with the social and economic aspirations of Welsh workers was
also articulated by Korgan Jones, the ILP candidate (and later M.P.) for Caerffili:
There can be no doubt as to the attitude a Labour Party ought to adopt
towards the Home Rule movement. The Labour movement believes in the people,
its hope lies in the people, its work is for the people. Its one message
to the people is - "Govern yourselves" •••
• Labour's attitude should depend upon the kind of Home Rule intended.
- Labour is not likely· to get very enthusiastic over a glorified County
Council ••• But, if by a Welsh Parliament is meant a body elected on the
basis of adult suffrage, and on the most democratic method of election,
with payment of members, it is difficult to see what objection the Labour
movement can have ••• it would be deplorable if any attempt were made to
whittle down the Labour Party demand for a thoroughly complete and democratic
measure of Home Rule just for the luxury of securing a sham unity with
other parties.

.
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The Labour movement must be careful lest Home Rule should come to be
regarded more as an end in itself than as the means to the end, of social
reconstruction and emancipation from economic thraldom.
(Welsh Outlook, May 1918)
Warnings that Home Rule fetishism could deflect Labour and lacerate the movement's
espoused internationalism, were sounded by sceptics like the Western miners' agent,
Dai Grenfell:
If Labour is to interest itself in Home Rule it should be only for the
purpose of securing the earlier application of some of its principles for
social improvement such as housing, education, minimum wages. Questions of
a national character will be dealt with by a Parliament of the United
Kingdom more efficiently than by a small governing body that is limited in
power by reason of its subservient position. There is the possibility that
the evils of bureaucratic government may be aggravated by devolution, and
it is by no means certain that Wales would move forward towards the
realisation of the Labour Party's ~olitical programme faster than other
parts of the United Kingdom •••
I am partly opposed to a declaration for Autonomy by the Welsh Labour
Party (sic) without a clearer understanding of what form of Government is
proposed, and hope that Labour will not allow itself to become engrossed in
a movement that may divert its energies and create new antagonisms from
within. The Labour Party believes in the rights of subject peoples to be
relieved of oppressive rule by a stronger nationality, but does not believe
in the resuscitation of national customs, distinctions and differences
where these differences have become of no significance.
(Welsh Outlook, April 1918)
On the whole, though, pro~ome Rule sympathies were running strongly through the
Labour movement. Fears that they might alienate colleagues outside Wales were calmed
by the favourable response of such Labour leaders as George Lanebury (editor of the
Herald), George Barnes (a Minister in the War Cabinet) and Ramsay MacDonald. But the
strongest, most eloquent statement came from the Labour Party's Secretary, Arthur
Henderson:

•

In my judgement, the Welsh nationalist movement has not yet fully faced its
political and economic responsibilities. It is more concerned with the
sentiment of nationality than with the practical concerns of Wales. A local
Parliament such as the Labour Party hopes to see established in Wales will
encourage Welshmen and Welsh women to stake an interest in t~eir own affairs
and to seek speedy and safe solutions of the economic and social problems
that Wales, like every other community, must handle. Wales in this respect ,
is -a microcosm; it is hardly possible to conceive an area in which a scheme
of parliamentary self-government could be established with better chances
of success. All the problems that embarrass statesmen and challenge the
imagination of ~eformers are to be seen in Wales reduced to manageable
proportions.
The development of capitalism and of modern trade upionism in Wales
proceeds side by side, and it is impossible to name a community where the
conditions are more ripe than they are in Wales for a bold experiment in
~he direction of complete political and industrial democracy. Given selfgovernment Wales might establish itself as a modern Utopia, and develop its
own institutions, its own arts, its own national culture, its own ideal of
democracy in politics, industry and social life, as an example and an
inspiration to the rest of the world.
(Welsh Outlook, June 1918)
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Amidst rising passions and flights of fancy, the Labour movement pondered Home Rule
as soberly as it could. Refusing to be stampeded, on May 6 the Executive of the
South Wales Labour Federation declined an- invitation to sponsor the Llandrindod Wells
convention; instead it decided to lobby Henderson for the establishment of a Labour
Party Advisory Council for Wales and, on Home Rule, to itself "convene a joint meeting
of the Executive and of Labour members and prospective Labour candidates, to formulate
a Labour policy in connection with this matter". In truth, Henderson had been premature
to present Home Rule as official Labour policy, at least outside north Wales. The
principle was undoubtedly acceptable to most activists - but the conference motions
had still to be passed. Moreover, there were some socialists who would support
devolution only if it came in substantial measure. One such 'maximalist' was William
Harris of Pontllanfraith, Secretary of the South Wales Labour Federation:
,Labour is ready to deal with the question of Home Rule All Round. There
only remains the question of how far can the Federal Parliaments go in the
way of legislation? Are they to be empowered, as the Australian colonies
are, to deal with the relationship between capital and labour, deal with the
land laws, control education, housing, health, and in fact the control of
all the organisations of government neccessary for the full development of
the life of the nation, setting the nation before the individual. These are
problems that Labour now needs to consider, otherwise the obtaining of a
Federal Parliament will not in any way assist the workers to a realisation
of the goal they have in view.
We are informed that a Welsh Nationalist Party is to appeal to the
electorate at the next election, seeking the support of the people as
Welsh Home Rulers. Let the workers ascertain the views of such candidates
on the problems I have mentioned, and let them ~ke an inquiry as to how
much in the past these 'Nationalists' assisted the workers in obtaining
the freedom to live that fuller life we all so much desire.
(South Wales

•

Daily~,

14 May, 1918)
~

Harris was an ardent agitator for a socialist-dominated Welsh Parliament but, in
common with many of his comrades, he regarded the Home Rule movement with a timehardened suspicion. Quite a few of these reborn 'Nationalists' were better known as
dyed-in-the-wool enemies of the Labour Movement and of Socialism: men such as J. Hugh
Edwards, Major David Davies, Clement Edwards and the Rev. W.F. Phillips. The proceedings
of the Llandrindod Wells conference on May 21, 1918, could only have deepened the
distrust. The assembly was overwhelmingly Liberal in complexion, speckled with
Conservativ~s and Labourites, and dominated by Nonconformist preachers and teachers,
local government notables and the odd landowner. Firstly, the conference rejoiced in
~the magnificent response made and which continues to be made in Wales to the call of
the Empirew and pledged support for the Prime Minister and Government in waging war
until the rights of small nations were secure and a League of Nations set up. The
second resolution demanded that the Welsh c 'laim to self-government be recognised by
the British Parliament; the third constituted an executive committee of twenty members
to draft a ·•welsh Nationalist' programme and convene another conference. The committee's
founding chairman was C.L. Forestier-Walker, the Conservative and Unionist M.P. for
Monmouth.
The South Wales Labour Executive brushed aside the offer of five seats on ForestierWalker's "self-appointed body". Instead the socialists announced a special conference
on devolu~ion for July, and emphasised the primacy of Home Rule for Ireland. This
latter concern was echoed by the Labour Party's National Executive, who made it a
condition of their joining an all-party deputation to press Lloyd-George on 'Home Rule
All Round'. The extraordinary congress of the South Wales Labour Federation on Jufy
27, 1918, marks tbe
zenith of the Home Rule movement in Wal&a. One hundred and
twenty-four delegates representing 174,211 members of working-class organisations
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(almost certainly an under-estimate) unanimously resolved:
"That the Conference, while recognising Ireland's claim to immediate Home
Rule, is of the opinion that such a measure should be an advance instaiment
of Ped~ral Home Rule for the four nations"; and
"The Pederal Parliament (for Wales) should legislate and administrate on
all matters appertaining to t~e nation, such as local government, public
health, education, highway administration, and have the power to deal fully
with . all national, urban and rural development, and other matters of a
domestic character".
Another resolution stipulated that a Welsh legislature should be directly-elected,
no nominated or co-opted members, and with M.P.'s expenses guaranteed by the State.
The attendance list for the Cardiff conference reads like a "Who's Who" of Welsh Labour
biography: Thomas Richards M.P. and General Secretary of the SIMP presided, and set
the tone of the proceedings with his opening remarks:
We are · present to discuss the question of relieving Parliament of obligations
of vital importance to the people of this country. Local affairs could be
dealt with better, more cheaply and more expeditiously by the people of a
locality. The lifeblood of many districts is being drained by parliamentary
procedure. Wales is especially progressive, and we are handicapped by the
existing state of things. We have visions of better things after the war better housing, better light, better surroundings, more care for the children.
We need a more expeditious method of attaining these things.
(South Wales

Daily~.

29 July, 1918)

The major motion was moved by Frank Hodges (later to be President of the Miners
Federation of Great Britain) and seconded by the M.P.-elect for Bedwellte, Charles
Edwards; Home Rule also received the vocal backing of M.P.'s William Brace (SWMP
President) and J.H. Thomas (later the notorious General Secretary of the National Union
of Railwaymen), and of future M.P.'s Morgan Jones and T.I. Mardy Jones (Pontypridd).
The Left and Right wings of the parliamentary and constitutional Labour Movement both
flapped in favour of Welsh autonomy.

•

Par less enthusiastic, without being openly hostile, were many of the revolutionaries
and syndicalists in the hegemonic Miners Federation. True, the SWKF Executive Council
agreed on August 12, 1918, to "support the principle of Devolution", but the Welsh
miners never troubled to debate the issue in full conference. This stands in sharp
contrast to the frequency with which the militant rank-and-tile of the Scottish
Mineworkers Federation declared themselves in favour of a Scottish Parliament, even
affiliating their union to the Scottish Home Rule Association. The most powerful factor
contributing to this contrast was geological: the south Wales coalfield was geared to
- and thus heavily dependant upon - exports and the Imperial Navy. Hence the Welsh
miners were, more than any others in Britain, preoccupied with the international
aspects of trade, production, competition and crises; this material-international
basis of their politics and economics remained ~touched ~X the volleys of orthodox
argument fired by the partisans of Welsh Home Rule. Although the miners could still be
stirred by appeals to their culture, nationality and generally progressive outlooks,
there ~as no James Connolly or John Maclean to link their industrial-class interests
to the cause of Welsh national freedom.
Nonet~e~ess, the British Labour Party promised Home Rule All Round as part of its
'New Social Order' in the General Election of December 1918, the annual conference
having resolved: "That along with the granting of Home Rule to Ireland there should be
constituted separate, statutory legislative assemblies for Scotland, Wales and even
England, with autonomous administration in matters of local concern; and that the
Parliament of Westminster should be retained in the form of a Federal Assembly for the
United Kingdom". But devolution was a soap-box mounted by very few parli~entary
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candidates at the hustings. Of the election addresses that referred to Welsh selfgovernment, most - eleven or so - belonged to Labour candidates. Labour doubled their
number of Welsh seats to ten, and the defection of patriots from the Labour camp
quickened. Even before the General Election E.T. John had gone over: his emphatic
rejection as the 'Labour and Nationalist' candidate by the electors of Denbigh dealt
a heavy blow to the Home Rule movement. Now the Welsh OUtlook nationalists heaped the
scorn of a suitor spurned upon the National Liberals. In a celebrated article Watkin
Leyshon called the Welsh M.P.'s (Labour excepted): "an undisciplined mob of timeservers an~ office-seekers", appending a list of allthose who had sold their souls
for English gold and honours. Not that Labour had been slow to point out the treachery
of Liberal leaders~ Labour county councillor and Chairman of the SWMF Anthracite
District, David D. Davies, wrote of the Welsh Liberals:
Their apathy and unconcern regarding Wales's claim to self-government has
amounted to a political betrayal of public trust. Unfortunately, it is not
only the Parliamentary leaders, to whom personal fortune and social
aspiration are the main things, who have forgotten the claims of their
native land, but our County Councillors and preachers have been almost
equally guilty.
(Welsh OUtlook, May 1918)
He and others accused the Liberal Establishment of merely going through the motions:
whilst some Liberals harboured Wales in their heart, many more kept their wallets in
England. Moreover, there were other post-war preoccupations: peace and reparations,
reconstruction, redrawing the map of central Europe and combatting the 'Bolshevik
Menace•. Still, in February 1919 a conference of local authorities met in Cardiff to
discuss the demand for a Secretary of State for Wales; the delegates brushed it aside
and repeated the call for full Welsh autonomy. On June 4 the House of Commons approved
a motion in favour of legislative devolution and setting up a Speaker's Conference to
consider Federal Devolution to England, Scotland and Ireland - and whether this would
also be "applicable to Welsh conditions and requirements". Later the same month the
executive committee born in Llandrindod convened a conference in Shrewsbury, where
those . present - including representatives from all the county councils - unanimously
reiterated their desire for a Welsh Parliament.

•

The Speaker's Conference played a characteristic part in damping down the flickering
·flame of Welsh Home Rule. When it finally reported in April 1920, half of its members
recommended a modest measure of federalism; the other16 preferred a Grand Council in
each country, made up of peers in one chamber and the country's Westminster M.P.'s
in another. Three of the four Welsh members signed both reports, including the
Bedwellte Labour M.P. Charles Edwards; the other, Forestier-Walker, rejected a Grand
Council and endorsed only the federalist plan. The overall effect of Mr. Speaker's
exercise was to propel the issue farther into the stratosphere of specialist debate,
leaving behind a yet more baffled general public.

As the Home Rule waggon rolled ponderously on, so the political antagonisms 'amongst
the passengers became increasingly evident. The inevitable derailment occurred in 1922.
Encouraged by the ceding of self-government to 26 counties in Ireland, the Welsh
Parliamentary Party had met in January to ponder a constitutional blue-print for Wales.
According to the Swansea Labour News (11 February) the "capitalists and political
careerists" ' in the W.P.P. proposed a 72-seat Lower Chamber, with 44 members from
Glamorgan and Konmouthshire, and an Upper Chamber where the two most populous counties
would be outnumbered by 24 to 12. This latter provision was unacceptable to the Labour
M.P.'s ~ •all of whom favour the principle of Home Rule for Wales". Clearly, the
Liberals were anxious to build in an upper-house veto upon the block Labour vote of
industrial south Wales, where over 2/3rds of the population lived. Unmoved, the W.P.P.
adopted the scheme and subsequently issued invitations to discuss it at yet another
Home Rule convention, this one in Shrewsbury on 31 March, 1922. Glamorgan County Council
was one of the many local authorities which declined to attend; only 40 representatives,
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together with eight M.P.'s, turned up. For many of them, the likelihood of a Labour
majority in the Lower Chamber - even with a check of sorts overhead -was sufficient
to drain the Home Rule dream of its glory. For instance, Dr. John Jones o~ Dolgellau
remarked that there were thousands of Socialists, Bolsheviks and Communists in south
Wales, and argued that if a Home Rule Bill went through then "North Walians" would be
at the mercy of such types - "and Merioneth will not be governed by such damned
tyrants• he declared. East Rhondda's Labour M.P. Col. Watts-Morgan protested against
such "silly talk". Other critics, notably the Clerk to Anglesey County Council, gunned
for the Home Rule scheme's financial provisions.
Such a crass show of disunity sealed the fate of the Welsh Home Rule Bill moved in
the House of Commons on 28 April, 1922, by Wrecsam's Liberal M.P. Sir Robert Thomas.
The arch-enemies of autonomy gleefully related the Shrewsbury events before sending
the Bill ignominiously to the guillotine. Not even the sterling efforts of the Union
of Welsh Societies could revive Devolution as an issue in the General Election seven
months later. But patriots took some comfort from the fact that Labour candidates· had
been the most conscientious - and sympathetic - in replying to the Union's questionnaire
on Home Rule. Labour scooped half the Welsh constituencies in the election, even
toppling the Liberals in Wrecsam and Caernarfon. Of the 18 Labour victors, all but two
{Vernon Hartshorn and Charles Edwards) had declared in favour of a Parliament for
Wales; of the 11 defeated Labour contestants, 9 supported Home Rule.

•

The Llandrindod initiative having petered out, the Welsh Liberals split and depleted
inside Parliament and out, Home Rule's only hope after 1922 lay with Labour. This
luggage was gladly taken aboard by socialists who were now certain that a Welsh
Parliament would be dominated by Labour. Additionally, as Lloyd-George fell from grace
in Radical Wales {accelerated by his selling of Honours and refusal to act upon the
Speaker's Devolution report) so Labour could claim the discredited emperor's clothes.
In an editorial entitled 'Labour and Nationalism', Llais Llafur boldly announced: "There
is no national cause of which the Labour Party is not the natural champion. The Welsh
language, Welsh education, the Eisteddfod, .Welsh literature, are in safer keeping with
Labour than with Liberalism or Toryism" {20 January, 1923). In May this new, militant
spirit stalked the 1923 National Eisteddfod at Mountain Ash, where Caerffili Labour
M.P. Morgan Jones played a major role in banning English from the festival's platforms.
This all-Welsh language rule sparked a heated controversy, provoking the Western Mail
to attack what it called the "Welsh Sinn Peiners" in an outraged editorial on 24 May. ·
Only the previous day a conference of Labour local councillors {The South Wales
Association of Labour Representatives) had voted for a Welsh Home Rule motion proposed
by Merthyr Tydfil's William Harris; in a seconding speech, Pontypridd M.P. T.I. Mardy
Jones claimed that North Wales Labour organisations had called for a national movement
to campaign for a Welsh Parliament. When the Warrington Corporation expressed a wish
to boost its water supply by drowning the Ceiriog Valley, Labour lept to d~fend the
honour of Denbighshire and Wales. Wrecsam Labour M.P. Robert Richards led the struggle
in St. Stephens, while the SWMF's Treasurer Oliver Harris later composed these editorial
notes in the Federation's official journal. They are reproduced in full here as
testimony to the lucidity, passion and patriotism of Welsh working-class leaders at that
~imez

The Warrington Water Bill, which proposed to submerge the beautiful Ceiriog
Valley, in which the old homes of Huw Morris and Ceiriog are situated, has
been withdrawn. There is, however, no thanks due to the House of Commons
for this, as the Second Reading was carried in that assembly by a large
majority, in spite of the fact that every Member of Parliament representing
a Welsh constituency was opposed to the Bill. It is doubtful whether any
other Parliament could be "found in any part of the world which would have
passed a measure against the unanimous wish of the representatives of the
country affected; we are quite certain that any measure affecting Scotland
to which all the representatives of · that country were opposed would have had
a pretty rough reception and a doubtful passage.
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The Welsh members, irrespective of party, are too tame and submissive in
this respect, and require a little gingering up so far as questions affecting
Wales are concerned.
An old Welsh seer, nearly two thousand years ago, sang as follows of the
fate of Wales and the Welsh people:-

"Eu Ner a folant
Eu hiai th a gadwant
Eu tir a gollant
Ond Gwyllt Walia"
But we shall lose even "Wild Wales", stolen piece-aeal by English cities
and towns, unless the Welsh members put a little sting into the fight for
Wales and the rights of the Welsh people, and even after they haTe done
their best there is always the danger that the predominant partner will ride
.roughshod over the wishes ot the people of Wales.
The Koral?. The moral is obvious - Home Rule for Wales. There were hopes at
one tiae that Kr. Lloyd George and the small band of young Welsh Members who
came into prominence with him about thirty years ago, would be the apostles
of Welsh Nationalism to lead the people out of the land of bondage, ~t the
allurements of the fleshpots ot Egypt, in the form of official emoluments,
proved too strong, and the ideals of young Wales were forgotten, and the
aspirations of the chosen people still remain unfulfilled.
Now the political complexion of Wales has changed, and Labour, with its
broad International ideas, has taken the doainant position formerly held by
the Liberal Party. The Internationalism of the Labour Party is based on the
right of each nation to manage its own affairs and to develop in its own way
with its own particular culture without interfering with the rights of other
nations. The Welsh people are more progressive in some things than our Saxon
neighbours, they are more ripe, tor instance, tor a drastic land reform
policy, the need of which is largely at the root of our economic troubles.
Every nation, if allowed to develop, is capable of contributing something
towards the solution of the problems created by our civilisation, and Wales,
if given the opportunity, would contribute more than her share. Home Rule
tor Wales is coming, and nothing would be more fitting than for the Welsh
Labour K. .bers to be its sponsors.
(The CollieU Workers ll!utazine, June 1923)
Por all their vaunted internationalism and their preoccupation with social and
economic matters, the Welsh miners have been as prone to fits of patriotisa as anyone
else; yet in a paradoxically un-Marxist fashion, there has been little attempt to
relate cultural (in its broadest sense) and linguistic issues to their 'materialist•
base. Rather, they were kept to one side - isolated from politics and econoaics.
Deapite the editorship of Oliver Harris, and the likelihood that half the SWKP's
membership in the 1920's habitually spoke Welsh, barely a word or a mention of the
language ever appeared in The Colliery Workers Magazine.
The Deceaber 1923 General Election confirmed the Liberals' shift from the centre of
the Welsh political stage: their once-potent nationalist totem-pole, Disestablishment
of the alien Church of England, had been established by 1920. Labour consolidated their
hold on : 19 constituencies in Wales, and formed a ainority Government at Westminster.
The el•ction controversies were British and international, although Labour was carefUl
to include a specifically Welsh appeal in its manifesto. ~or example, · Labour's PoiOt
of View published by the Joint Publicity Department of the British T.u.c. and Labour
Party, declared:
•eabers of the Labour Party were among the keenest supporters ot Home Rule
for Ireland, and they are equally firm advocates of Home Rule for Wales. The
Labour Party is pledged to a scheme of separate, statutory Legislatures for
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Scotland, Wales and England, as part of the larger plan of constitutional
reform which will transform the British Empire into a Commonwealth of British
self-governing communities. The Welsh Labour M.P.'s form a separate national
group in the House of Commons, and they were to the fore last session in
furthering all distinctively Welsh national interests. They played a prominent
part in the opposition to the proposed scheme for inundating ·the Ceiriog
Valley. Under a Labour Government every facility would be ·afforded for
fostering the Welsh language, and Welsh educational progress would not be
impeded as it is now by the mandarins and the false economists of Whitehall.
Recently, in reply to Mr. Mardy Jones, the Tory Premier stated that he was
not prepared to facilitate the early establishment of a domestic legislature
for Wales.
(Llais Llatur, 1 December, 1923)
This was to be one of Labour's final pronouncements in favour Qf a Welsh Parliament.
The one-year administration of Home Ruler Ramsay MacDonald either could not, or would
not, take any steps towards devolution; and as the army of labour stumbled into the
trap of 'Red Friday' and defeat in the 1926 General Strike and coal lock-out, Home Rule
receded into the distance along with other pleasant dreams. True, it was resurrected
briefly in the 1928 policy statement Labour and the Nation, as a humiliated Labour
Movement switched back from the industrial front to the parliamentary arena; and the
odd Labour M.P. could occassionally be heard echoing the war-cries of political
nationalism, like Rhondda West's Will John:
It is important that steps ·should be taken in Wales to demand recognition.
The tendency of the British Hous$ of Commons today is to ignore Wales entirely.
The claims of Wales for Dominion Status equal if not exceed those of any of .
the other dominions which have been recognised. We deserve to have better
treatment than that of a county across the border.
(Western llail, 2 January, 1932)
But generally, Home Rule was a dead or dormant issue between 1924 and the outbreak
of World War Two; so what reasons can be gleaned to explain the collapse of the 19181923 Home Rule movement - inside Labour's ranks and without - and the duration of its
coma?
1. Prom the beginning the Home Rule movement was wracked by political divisions, between
Liberal and socialist, Labour and Church and, of less significance, between Asquithian
Liberal and Coalitionist (Lloyd-George) Liberal. The ranks of Labour consistently
refused to fall in behind a Liberal-led Home Rule campaign: hardly surprising, given
the strident anti-socialism preached by prominent Home Rulers; these sentiments voiced
by Pontypridd Liberal M.P. T.A. Lewis were not uncommon:
Of late years a great deal of the odium which has attached to industrial
unrest in our country has been due to the fact that agitators, who came very
largely from outside, have come down amongst us because they found that there
was a graeter responsiveness to new ideas owing to this training than in any
other part of the British Isles. ~e would like Home Rule in order that we
may so put our industrial house in order, that we may deal with these - I
will not say aliens - but these outsiders, who come to exploit and take
advantage of the culture and responsiveness of our people - a culture which
was never meant to be prostituted in this way.
· (Hansard, 4 June 1919)
This tack, of blaming English-born leaders for much of Wales' industrial unrest, was
employed frequently; some of the attempts at engendering xenophobia were unbelievably
crude: for example, the Tory Western Mail would rarely permit an item in Welsh to
appear in its columns. An exception was made, though, for a letter titled "Apel at
Weithwyr Cymru• in the middle of a 10-week lock-out in 1921. This wAppeal to Welsh
Workers• asked: •Why do you, the miners of Wales, allow yourselves to be led by the
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Englishmen in our country? ••• The only aim Lloyd George has in •iew, in my opinion, is
to crush the spirit and influence of the extremists, those men who have blinded the
religious Welsh people, those who have destroyed Sunday morning meetings, and especially
the Sunday School which in days gone by was the heart and the source of Welsh
nationhood. Religious people of Wales, awaket" Doubtless such cynical manipulation of
Welsh nationality merely strengthened the resolve of a militant minority of socialists
to suppress national consciousness amongst Welsh workers.
This anti-sociaiist tandem of religion and nationality came to the fore as economic
conditions deteriorated and industrial strife intensified. Whether it was the miners'
Datum Line strike of 1920, the Decontrol lock-out of 1921, or the non-union campaigns
of 1923, the industrial working-class received little genuine support - but plenty of
villification - from the Liberal, 'Nationalist' and Nonconformist Establishment. Por
example, during the 1921 dispute few of the Welsh theocratic intelligensia sided openly
with the coalowners - but many of them praised Lloyd-George and his Tory~ridden Cabinet;
and virtually all condemned the "extremists• and their "excesses" in the Miners
Federation. Not one of the Welsh language or religious periodicals unconditionally
supported the struggle of the miners and the mass of the Welsh people for a decent
standard of living and a fairer society. The miners -betrayed by their railway and
transport partners in the Triple Alliance - resisted for ten bitter weeks, even pulling
out the safety men in desperation. Y Goleuad (Welsh Calvinistic Methodists) accused
the leaders of wwielding the weapon of a madman"; Baner ac Amserau . cymru attacked the
militants for declaring wa war against the British taxpayer"; ~st (Congregationalists~
gently chided the Government and employers but worried primarily about profit margins,
calling upon "all parties to join together to fight the narrow, bigoted, greedy spirit
that characterises the extremists, whose sole ·aias are concentrated in Number One. There
is nothing before us as a nation but ruin and destruction if Bolshevism is to reign
over us•. Y Clorianydd and Y Bry~ defended Lloyd-George fiercely; ~o
congratulated the Government on withstanding "the forces of tyranny and misrule"; and
Yr Herald Gymraeg proclaimed: "The whole business is an attempt to intimidate the
country and make the Government subservient to the Triple Alliance ••• We have reason
to rejoice that we have a man of the stamp of Mr. Lloyd George at the hela in these
very difficult times. Our duty, as loyal Welshmen, is to give him every support•. Thus
the Welsh language and religious press tailed the English capitalist papers in trying
to undermine the enormous solidarity of the mining villages, demanding secret ballots
at every turn, hoping to shake the strikers' faith in their elected leaders. Little
wonder, then, that the SWMP Executive decided on August 4, 1923, not to sponsor the
National Eisteddfod prize for an essay on 'The History of the Labour· Movement in South
Wales'. Many socialists reacted against the religion and nationality that had been
enlisted into the service of capitalists and their State; among the casualties of this
retaliation were the Welsh language, Welsh national sentiment and Home Rule.
2. The regional chauvinism that fractured the Home Rule movement reflected the
geographical variations in economic development and class composition within Wales,
differences which were dressed up in such clothes of regionalism as accent, dialept
and even language. Northern ardour for Welsh self-rule cooled as southern-socialist
interest in the issue increased. Prejudice and insensitivity were displayed by both
camps. The tactlessness and barely-concealed disdain in the following 'Home Rule'
Editorial would have widened the gulf:
It is suggested that if votes are allowed solely on the basis of population
North Wales wiil be swamped by the South, therefore there should be some
9ther scheme of representation ••• It is a staie, musty contention,
resurrected from the grave of privileges, slain by the first Reform Act •••
- Except for the quarrymen, the remnant (after emigration to Liverpool or South
Wales) in North Wales is not over-enterprising or conspicuous for its
progressive mind. We decline to commit the future of Wales into the hands of
these otherwise excellent people.
Can their attitude be, in part, due to the fear that the~e may be a Labour
majority in the first Home Rule Parliament if there is a democratic vote?

/
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But even if this terrible thing should happen there is no getting away from
the fact that Home Rule means that the Welsh people should be governed by
themselves, and not by the ancients of Llanfairrhaiadrymochnant.
I

(Llais Llatur, 7 February, 1920)
Inter-regional disputes also contributed to the collapse of the Welsh National Council
of Education project in 1922.
). The sub~tance of tbe non-socialist case for Home Rule was largely ephemeral, romantic,
spiritual or just plain dull. Apart from the dry statistics compiled by E.T. John, no
manifesto of social and economic imperatives for Welsh autonomy was drawn up; in
particular, no material-industrial arguments were presented to the most powerful section
of the Welsh working-class, the south Wales miners. Instead, most of the Liberal Home
Rulers (and many of the Labour ones) peddled a chapel-derived emotionalism, appealing
to race and invoking the God-ordained existence of nations; inevitably, ther~fore,· the
movement see-sawed between euphoria and demoralisation. Then there were the timid and
defensive offers to lighten Westminster's administrative burden, along with the tedious
talk about refining Britain's machinery of government. Such arguments were the thin
outcrop of Welsh Liberal-'Nationalist' ideology: Welsh Home Rule was intended to enhance
Britishness and British Imperialism, not to oppose or escape from them. Thus only a
handful of Welsh nationalists- and rather more socialists· - were prepared to support
the 1918-22 Irish War of Independence; the rest of our 'patriots' denounced Sinn Fein
"outrages,. and, in !..$Y,st, ~o and Yr Herald G.ymra:eg as much as in the Englishlanguage press, applauded Britain's brutal 'Black and Tan' reprisals. ·
4. Although the Labour Movement in Wales quickly reached a consensus in 1918 in favour
of Home Rule, it was not one without weak-spots and contradictions. To begin with, it
did not command the commitment of many syndicalists and militant industrial leaders: a
Welsh Parliament could stake no part in their ' daily struggle to increase wages, save
jobs, defend trade unionism or gain control of their industries. On another front
Christabel Pankhurst claimed in Swansea in 1918 that ~women do not approve of federalisa,
which only means a smashing up. Why should Wales have a separate Parliament? Does it
look as if we can do without Welshmen at Westminster?~ There was a general failure to
develop a specifically Labour or Socialist approach to devolution, to make Welsh autonolll1'
an integral part of an anti-imperialist, all-Britain or mainly Welsh strategy for
advancing the causes of Labour and Socialism. Nor could the whole working-class movement
unite comfortably behind the Home Rule demand when prominent spokesmen proclaimed a
Welsh Parliament, and the Labour Party itself, as the alternative to - rather than a
weapon of - class warfare. In advocating Home Rule at the SWLP's Cardiff conference,
William Brace had lauded the Labour Party as ' a "safeguard against revolution"; in the
same debate Jimmy Thomas saw Welsh self-government as the means to achieve a peaceful
revolution, as opposed to change through "anarchy or revolution of the bloody kind". In
summary, the call for Welsh Home Rule was not made from a consistent, united Socialist.
or anti-imperialist platform: with some notable exceptions it differed only slightly
from the sentiments and patriotism of Cymru Fydd - while containing, of course, a large
element of working-class and Labour Party self-interest. Labour's passion for Home Rule
subsided when that self-interest had to be defended so earnestly on the industrial
front after 1920, and as the prospects brightened of a Labour majority at Westminster.

5. Labour's claim for Welsh autonomy would have been pursued more effectively had it
acted in unison and spoken with one voice. Unlike Scotland with its own Trades Union
Congress (which favoured Scottish Home Rule between 1914 and 1932), Wales possessed no
national tra~e union machinery: unions in Wales did not meet at an all-Wales level, but
were affiliated directly to their respective British organisations. The North Wales
Labour Council had been established in 1915, outside the Labour Party and with pro-Liberal
syapathies• turning to explicitly socialist politics, it affiliated to the Labour Party
in 1918 - henceforward immersing itself in matters of organisation and Party-building.
The South Wales Labour Federation was set up in 1916 to "unify the political forces in
Wales on a national basis and to give national expression and direction to the civic
'
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and social aspirations of the people of Wales, consistent with the wider outlook of
the National Labour Party". Attempts to unify the Labour movement in Wales came up
against paroc~al prejudices and central resistance from London H.Q.'s.
In October 1923 a gathering of south Wales Divisional Labour Parties in Cardiff urged
the Labour Party to set up its own Advisory Council for Wales, along the lines of the
Scottish Council initiated in 1915. Among other functions, a Welsh Council would link
the political and industrial wings of the Labour movement in Wales. William Harris
commented in the Colliery Workers Magazine (December 1923): "The Scottish Council, to
a very large degree, controls the movement in Scotland, and this may be why the National
Headquarters of the Labour Party do not look with a great deal of favour on the proposal
to establish a similar Council for Wales". Appointing Welsh organisers had been a step
forward, he wrote, but "their activities could be much better directed hi a Council in
Wales than is possible under the most favourable circumstances from Eccleston Square".
Scotland held their own conference, thus reducing the need to attend the British one;
on the other hand, reasoned Harris, Divisional Labour Parties did not meet at a Welsh
level - but neither could many of them afford to go to the British Labour Party
conference. After referring to the Scottish Labour Party's support for a Scottish
Parliament, Harris concluded:
Whilst as a Labour Party we pride ourselves on the fact that we hold nearly
half the representation of Wales, we do so only in the Industrial
Constituencies of North and South Wales. If Labour is to govern, the Rural
parts of Wales must be organised, and the Industrial parts must render
assistance. This cannot be done without organised effort, and "the proper
direction 9f the forces available for carrying on the work.
The day ·will soon come when some system of devolution must be devised to
relieve the Imperial Parliament. Are we to wait until it is an accomplished
fact before we set up our organisation in Wales? Ireland has had it, Scotland
is prepared for it; shall it be said of us in Wales that when it comes we
are unprepared?
(The Colliery Workers Magazine, December 1923)
Industrial strife threw Labour back onto its local organisations: far from constructing
an all-Wales organisation, the South and North Wales Labour Federations were both
moribund by the mid-1920's, although the latter re-formed in 1928 under the Secretaryship of Huw T. Edwards. Labour's machinery in Wales rotted until the revamping of the
SWMF in 1934, followed by a Welsh labour movement conference in 1936 which called for
the establishment of a Welsh Labour Council; the Party's National Executive opposed the
idea, but joined the 1937 British Labour Party conference in allowing the formation of
a South Wales Regional Council of Labour (compri~ing costituency Labour Parties, trade
unions, trades ·councils, women's sections and other affiliates of the Party). This was
a reluctant concession to national sentiment; even more so, it was a move to combat the
surging influence of the ILP and Communist Party in the working-class movement. In the
mining valleys they had scored heavily in the 1935 General Election, very nearly
•
controlled the SWMF and played a leading role in the hunger marches, the protests
against unemployment benefit regulations and the 1935 Welsh national conference against
the 'Means Test'.
6. National sentiment in the Celtic countries was always a nuisance and a complication
for the LRbour Party's London leadership and bureaucracy. The easiest way to deal
with it was to make an empty promise or two. Throughout the 1920's and 1930's Labour's
spokesmen paid lip-service to Home Rule, especially in Scotland. The Party's leader
Clement Attlee assured the Liverpool Welsh paper Y Brython as late as January 18, 1939:
"The Labour Party has never departed from its policy of complete autonomy for Wales•.
In truth, Attlee and his colleagues regarded Welsh national sentiment (and ·even
regionalism) as a diversion from their univ~sally British goal of social improvement.
During and immediately after the First World War, Labour academics like the Webbs and
G.D.H. Cole had proposed 'fUnctional devolution', self-government in industry, as an
implied alternative to territorial devol~ion. But even these notions of industrial
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devolution and decentralisation were ditched when the advocates of syndicalism and
workers' control were defeated at Labour Party and T.U.C. conferences between 1932 and
1935: the victors were Herbert Morrison, the technocrats and his fellow-politicians,
with their policy of State Corporations run by central government's hand-picked placemen. The dictum was to be 'change imposed from above•, Socialism achieved by the
nationalisation of key industries following Labour's triumph in the polling-booths.
With the trade union road to Socialism discredited after 1926, and Labour elected to
office in 1929, 'parliamentary cretinism' reigned supreme; Wales, with its all-weather
bloc of Labour M.P.'s could not be permitted to opt out. The post-General Strike exodus
of miners' leaders to Westminster reinforced the grip of centralism on Welsh politics
and idealism. The procession included George Daggar, Nye Bevan, Ted Williams, Bill
Mainwaring, Arthur Jenkins, Jim Griffiths, Ness Edwards, D.L. Davies and s.o. Davies.
What the first seven also shared, along with Morgan Phillips who became Labour Party
General Secretary, was their studentship at the Central Labour College in London, then
sustained by the SWMF and the National Union of Railwaymen. The syllabus there allowed
no place for the language, literature, history or culture of Wales and its working-class,
nor for regionalism or national sentiment (although it is likely that the College
reflected and recreated the preoccupations of Welsh marxists, more than it originated
them). Had the South Wales Plebs League (involving Noah Ablett and Jim Winstone) stood
by its intention to establish a South Wales Labour College back in 1909, during the
anti-Ruskin revolt that spawned the Central Labour College, attitudes might have been
different. Many of the socialists who attended the Scottish Labour. College, founded in
1916, espoused Home Rule and even a Scottish Workers' Republic; had Wales possessed a
a similar institution, Welsh working-class leaders in the 1930's, 1940's and 1950's
would conceivably have shown less hostility towards devolution and the Welsh language.
They might also have turned a blind eye to the socialist mirage fabricated by the
obsessions with nationalisation and winning a majority in the English Parliament. The
long line of sub-marxist British Parliamentarians, from Bevan through Michael Foot to
Neil Kinnock, might never have begun.

RIGHT: Aneurin Bevan, the
M.P. for Ebbw Vale from
1929 until 1960

BELOW: In the post-war Labour Gove:rmaent, troa
left to right, Clement Attlee (Prime
Minister), Herbert Morrison (Deputy
Leader) and Sir Stafford Cripps (President
of the Board of Trade)

s.o. Davies, the M.P.
for Merthyr Tydfil from
1934 until 1972
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3•.The Stamp of Anglo-Centralism
THE WELSH LANGUAGE
B,y the mid-1930's English had eclipsed Welsh as the linguistic medium of most Labour
and trade union actiivities. The Welsh language pro-labour press had disintegrated also:
in Gwynedd Y Dinesy~eig and Y Werin expired in 1929 and· 1937; in south Wales
Llais Llatur shrivelled to being a local English-language newspaper serving the west
Glamorgan valleys, renamed Labour Voice and then depoliticised fUrther to South Wales
~; Aberdare's Tarian y Gweithiwr concentrated more and more on local, cultural ~d
religious matters, its title clipped to Y Darian (The Shield). These occurrences, along
with the collapse of every English-language Welsh Labour paper by the early 1930's,
were both the product and the accelerator of anglicisation in speech and outlook.
Until the 1970's, between one-third and a half of .Labour's Welsh •.P.'s were Welshspeaking. Not surprisingly, therefore, it was not uncommon for one of them to call for
Welsh-speaking Mines Inspectors, or for additional radio programmes in the vernacular.
But in general the Welsh Labour movemen.t did not set itself up as a bulwark against the
social and psychological pressures - indeed the outright discrimination .- that
constricted and undermined the Welsh language. In 1938 a Nationalist petition was
launched demanding equal status for Welsh in all aspects of legal and public life in
Wales; it attracted . nearly half a million signatures (over 8~ of those approached)
in just nine months, before being curtailed by. the outbreak of war. The Coalition Home
Secretary, Herbert Morrison, responded in best colonial fashion by conceding the least
amount necessary to soft-soap national sentiment. His Welsh Courts Act of 1942 repealed
the bans imposed on Welsh by the 1536 Act of Incorporation, a display of window-dressing
which did nothing to rehabilitate the language in practice; court witnesses would
henceforth be permitted to give evidence in Welsh - provided they swore on oath that
using English would put them at a disadvantage. The new Act relieved such witnesses of
their previous liability for translation fees: so from 1942, unlike before, citizens
with Welsh as their first or only tongue enjoyed equal rights in Welsh courts with
any visiting Red Indian or Javanese Islander. ·
Late in the 1940's a new phenomenom emerged, the sour fruit of England's hegemony,
of the Welsh Establishment's anti-socialism and of the monochrome cosmopolitanism
preached by some schools of socialist thought. Labour politicians such as George Thomas,
Iorrie Thomas, Ness Edwards and Cliff Prothero took up their shovels as the gravediggers of the Welsh language. The after-dinner eloquence with which they patronised
the ~language of Heaven" was more than matched by the zeal with which they denounced
any practical proposals to retain it as the language of Wales. Its admission to public
life would, they claimed, be expensive, elitist and divisive. When popular demand for
effective Welsh-language education was clearly expressed (for example in March 1955,
when the parents of Ebbw Vale, Abertillery, Blaina and Nantyglo voted 5,549 to 3,041 in
favour) most Labour-run education authorities dragged their feet. The imposition ·of
the Welsh-only platform rule at the 1950 National Eisteddfod symbolised the Nationalist
conspiracy to undermine the identity of the non-Welsh speaking Welsh. The same Labour
paranoi& claimed in 1950 to have unearthed a . nest of Nationalist plotters inside B.B.C.
Wales. As the Welsh Regional Council of Labour (formed in 1947) a11plified its
allegations that an anti-Labour, Welsh Nationalist 'Taffia' was at work in the
broadcasting world, the Postmaster-General appointed an official inquiry in 1956. Its
report refUted the conspiracy theory - whilst conceding that errors of judgement had
been ~ade in the Corporation's coverage of political affairs. The sjorm was whipped up
again in the early 1960's by Pontypool M.P. Leo Abse. The overall effect of these and
other rows was to deepen working-class distrust of an emergent petty bourgeoisie in
Welsh public life - whose obvious badge of identity was the possession and advocacy of
the Welsh language.
·
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Of course, the old tongue had its unstinting supporters in the Labour ranks: the local
councillors in Llanelli and Glamorgan who pioneered Welsh-medium education, and I.P.'s
like s.o. Davies. But the schizophrenic, anti-Welsh language faction was in the
as.c endant in the 1950's. Labour's official attitude was to respond to - never to shape
-the 'popular will'. Reluctance to elevate the status of Welsh was defended with the
true but spuriously-deployed assertion that "no language can live by governmental
measures alone". Labour's post-war Education Minister George Tomlinson declared his
Government's approval of Welsh-medium schools: that meant nothing to the Swansea Labour
councillors who unanimously rejected parents' petitions from 1948 onwards. In Labour's
Policy for Wales (March 1954), the most comprehensive programme of its kind for decades,
there were just three paragraphs dealing with the Welsh language; they overflow with
good-will and self-congratulation, but did not contain a single idea for the defence
or promotion of Welsh.
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE
The trauma of the 1930's and, later, the task of post-war reconstruction prompted
many political and trade union leaders to ponder the machinery of government in Wales.
The feeling grew that 'red tape', poor coordination of super-abundant Government
Departments, and the inadequate articulation of Welsh needs in the corridors of power,
impeded the country's escape from the Depression. One consequence was a revival of the
demand for a Welsh Secretary of State. Many Labour M.P.'s supported the creation of
such a post at the apex of a Welsh Office; from 1942 the scheme enjoyed unanimous
backing from the South Wales Regional Council Of Labour. Some socialists still coveted
th& whole loaf: in 1938 the North Wales Council of Labour, steered by the 'Gwerin'
group of Labour-nationalists, declared that ~the obtaining of a Secretary of State in
itself will not solve our problems in the Principality, unless it is coupled with something which, in our opinion, would be far more effective - and that is Home Rule".
Deputations from the Welsh Parliamentary Party met P.M.'s Chamberlain and Churchill in
1938 and 1943 to press for a Secretary of State for Wales in the Cabinet (a concession
granted to Scotland in 1926). The Welsh M.P.'s were rebuffed on both occasions, although
the war-time Coalition instituted the annual 'Welsh Day' in the Commons as a consolation.
Brighter prospects glowed on the horizon, however, when Cliff Prothero (as 'District ·
Organiser of the Labour Party') published the policy statement Labour and Wales for
the July 1945 General Election. It contained the following vision:
The true freedom of Wales depends not only on political control of her own
life, but on economic control as well~ •• True freedom for Wales would be the
result and product of a Socialist Britain, and under such ~onditions could
self-government in Wales be an effective and secure guardian 9f the life of
the nation.

In north-west Wales the Labour candidates promised a Secretary of State, a Welsh
Economic Planning Authority and a Welsh Radio Corporation from the next Labour
administration. Thus was was national sentiment enlisted by the Labour Party, and no .
doubt it helped them scoop 25 Of the 36 Welsh seats. Ominously, though, ft was Clement
Attlee who, as Deputy Premier in the -Coalition," had rejected the demand made by s.o.
Davies in 194J for a Welsh Secretary; now, as the Prime Minister, he ducked the issue
tor a fUll twelve months before telling the Welsh M.P.'s (in a letter from Paris in
July 1946 - on the last day of the parliamentary session) that they would get nothing.
An angry Bill Mainwaring, Secretary of the Welsh Parliamentary Party and M.P. for
Rhondda East, told the Observer: "There is a growing conviction that, in present
government circles, Wales does not count as a nation, that at best it is a province of
England, wil.th little or no claim to it.s special development" (17 December, 1946). At
least hal~ a dozen Welsh Labour M.P.'s stayed silent for fear of jeopardizing their
Governaent posts. They and their colleagues had been reminded by Morgan Phillips, the
party's General Secretary: ~ile the South Wales Regional Council of Labour and the
Welsh Parliamentary Labour Party are in favour of the appointment of a Secretary of
State for Wales, we (the N.E.C.) have not ourselves approved the decision•. The followine
year, Jim Griffiths failed in an attempt to guide the proposal through the National
Executive's Home Affairs Committee.

...
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Instead, the poet-war Labour Government decanted a trickle of minor innovations: from
1946 a White Paper on Welsh Affairs was published annually; the Welsh Regional Controllers of civil service departments began to meet together every quarter. Nonetheless,
Board of Trade President Sir Stafford Cripps re-stated the case against a separate
Welsh Office during the October 1946 Welsh Day debate: "With an area and population so
small as that of Wales, it would be qUite impossible to maintain the standard of
administration in purely Welsh services, as high as that which is possible when these
services cover the entire country {i.e. Britain)". The next rabbit to be pulled out of
Labour~s hat did much to pacify the party's ardent devolutionists: in November 1948 the
Government announced its intention to set up a Welsh Advisory Council, composed of the
Prime Minister's nominees and meeting in secret to compile its reports. Although the
Nationalists, some Liberals and a few Labour rebels like s.o. Davies ridiculed the
scheme, it met with_general if not ecstatic approval in Wales. The subsequent appointment
and performance of the Council's first chairman, Huw T. Edwards, blunted the critics.
Labour's programme for 'Winning the Peace' challenged the imagination of Britain's
new leaders and test.e d the adaptibillty of the people; the Welfare State was being
constructed, basic industries nationalised, factories planned and built; the old order
was being restructured and given a face-lift. What place Wales should occupy . in this
new scheme of things became the question of auch debate and speculation. In 1944 the
Communist Party first called for the vesting of substantial powers in a Welsh Parliament.
In 1950 they united with the Liberals and the Nationalists under the banner of Undeb
Cymru Fydd {the New Wales Union). The cultural organisation had arranged a 'Parliament
for Wales' convention in July of that year in Llandrindod Wells; Labour's Welsh
Secretary Cliff Prothero dismissed the "frivolous demand for home rule .. emanating from
•a aal.l number of people who represent no serious body of opinion in Wales". He was
supported in May 1950 by the Welsh Regional Council of Labour, which decided to boycott
the forthcoming convention (regarded as diTisive, diversionary and Nationalist-inspired)
in favour of its own rally in nearby Newtown. Even so, several Labour personalities
turned up at Llandrindod Wells, where it was resolved to collect a national petition
for a Welsh Parliament along the lines of the popular Scottish Covenant. live Labour
•· P. 's played an active and sustained part in the ensuing Home Rule crusade - Tudor
Watkins {Brecon and Radnor), T.W. Jones (Merioneth), Goronwy Roberts (Caernarfon), s.o.
DaTies (Ierthyr) and Cledwyn Hughes (Anglesey); three other M.P.'s expressed great
sympathy with it - Peter Freeman {Newport), Walter Padley {Ogaore) and Robert Richards
(Wrecsaa). Although the campaign later attracted a couple of Labour parliamentary
candidates, lodge officials and local trade union leaders {notably Huw T. Edwards),
nearly all trade union branches and constituency Labour Parties stayed .a loof. The prodevolution North Wales Federation of Labour Parties spoke for many socialists in June
1950 when it .insisted that the constitutional issue should be settled within the Labour
Party, not in co-operation with Labour's opponents outside. So the Parliament for Wales
campaign remained in the hands of Plaid Cymru and political activists drawn from the
chapels and the colleges.
As Labour leaders succeeded in turning the Home Rule issue into a test of party
loyalty, so the ranks closed behind them. M.P.'s such as West Rhondda's Iorrie Thomas
made evermore intemperate attacks upon the Nationalists, Communists and Home Rulers
(in the 1945 Election Caerffili's Ness Edwards reputedly displayed a Nazi lamp-shade
made of human skin, warning his audience that Welsh Nationalists would commit similar
atrocities once in power!). Intransigence increased as once-sympathetic M.P.'s turned
their face against any "concessions" to the Nationalists. For example, Cardiff's George
Thomas changed his mind in 1951 when he rejected a Secretary of State for Wales "because
I have st~d1ed carefully the way in which the Scottish Secretary of State acts, merely
as a buffer between the M.P.'s and Ministers with real authority over departments"
{South Wales Democrat, December 1951). Fortunately, he altered his opinion again in
time to accept the post of Secretary of State for Wales in 1968. Hovering between these
poles of Welsh Home Rule and British Centralism were the cautious devolutionists. Their
chief spokesman was Llanelli M.P. James Griffiths, who had advocated Welsh selfgovernment until his appointment as Minister of National Insurance in 1945. From then
on he did not stray too far from the Attlee line in public, but behind the scenes he
worked successfully to secure the unity of Wales in the administrative upheavals, and
pushed gently for regional devolution within the context of local government reform.

(
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Griffiths listed his doubts about Home Rule and outlined an alternative approach in
the newly-launched Labour paper South Wales Democrat (November 1951):
What are to be the powers and fUnctions of a parliament for Wales? Is it to
be autonomous from the British Parliament? Are we to sever the Welsh economy
from that of Britain? Are we to be taken outside the ambit of Britain's Welfare
State? Will our local authorities in Wales have to draw their grants from a
Government in Cardiff and not from a Treasury in Whitehall? Am I being asked
to support a Parliament which will mean virtual separation from Britain? If so,
I am opposed, because I am convinced that it would be a disaster for the Welsh
people ••• A Welsh Government, relying on its resources could not possibly
finance an Insurance Scheme on the scale that is now being made possible by
the British Treasury.
We have no right to ask our people in Wales to sign a blank cheque for a
Welsh Parliament without the consequences being tully explained to them. That
is why I have refUsed to sign the Petition. But I have added what my own view
is about the positive steps we should take.
I want to see the largest amount of devolution in all essentially Welsh
affairs within the framework of our British economy. I would like to see our
Labour Movement und~rtaking a thorough examination of this problem of
devolution. Let us go full7 into the question of what services we believe can
be best administered in Wales. Then let us further examine whether those
services necessitate any passing down of legislative power. I .would like to
see such a study include an examination of the problems of local government ••••
Jim Griffiths had touched upon the central issue for the Welsh working-class: the
economic and financial viability of self-government. Some of his colleagues took a
perverse delight in referring to what Aberavon M.P. Will Cove called •the indigenous
poverty of Wales•. On the other side, Home Rulers pointed to the enormous wealth
generated by Welsh workers only to be exported, and claimed that the scarce financial
statistics relating to Wales merely reflected the mismanagement and exploitation of
their country. Attempts to clarify this debate were constantly rebuffed: whereas the
Labour Government agreed to set up the Catto Committee in 1950 to investigate the
economic and financial relations between Scotland and the United Kingdom, requests for
a corresponding study for Wales were turned down by Attlee. In the Spring of 1952 every
Welsh Labour M.P. signed a House of Commons motion reiterating the demand for a committee
on Wales, but this time the refusal came from a Conservative administration.
As the Parliament for Wales campaign enjoyed mounting publicity, the Welsh Regional
Council of Labour responded by announcing its own examination of •the needs of local
government in Wales". According to the South Wales Democrat of January 1952: •such an
investigation is an essential step in the increase of control by Wales over Welsh affairs.
If a reformed local government can handle efficiently increasing powers, then many of
the arguments for a Parliament for Wales cease to exist". How much the Labour faithful
had hardened against the Home Rule campaign was underlined at the Council's annual
conference in May that year, when a motion from Merioneth to commit the party to the
objective of a Federal Britain was heavily defeated - with James Callaghan M.P. leading
the opposition. The screw was tightened on Labour dissidents: in November 1953 they
were threatened with expulsion by Morrison, Morgan Phillips and Cliff Prothero. This
same Prothero defended Labour's anti-Assembly rebels in the Western Mail on May 25, 1978,
citing the "tolerance and respect" supposedly shown to the Home Rule rebels in the
1950'st The five M.P.'s refUsed to be muzzled up to, indeed beyond, the publication of
Labour's Policy for Wales in March 1954. The pamphlet declared:
Th~ Labour Party is not unsympathetic to the spirit which animates the
proposals for a Welsh Parliament. Looking back to the pre-war days of mass
unemployment and economic stagnation, it is easy to understand why Welshmen
should seek to control their own affairs ••• But in our view it is a serious
error in political thinking to trace the causes of past and present Welsh
problems to the constitutional arrangements which exist between Wales and
the rest of the United Kingdom.
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The establishment of a Welsh Parliament would, the pamphlet charged, dismember the
nationalised corporations, inhibit the inducement or direction of private industry to
Wales, devalue the south Wales coal industry, weaken the miners' union, lead to higher
taxes or worse social services, and exacerbate the divisions in Welsh society. Despite
being a mass producer or net exporter of gas, electricity, water, coal and other
minerals, timber. tinplate, steel, wool and agricultural produce. Wales would suffer
dire consequences should she exercise any ownership or control of her own resources • .
Instead of a measure of self-government, therefore, Labour proposed a Minister of Welsh
Affairs with a seat in the Cabinet. increased scrutiny of Welsh matters by the Welsh
M.P.'s, more parliamentary time for Welsh debates and a "more representative and effective Council for Wales and Monmouthshire".
The authors of this policy had touched a raw nerve - the coal industry and its trade
union. In October 1944 the miners of south Wales had voted 8 to one in favour of
dissolving the SWMF and reconstituting themselves as the South Wales Area of the National
Union of Mineworkers. Plaid Cymru campaigned vigorously against the "swallowing-up" of
the single remaining Welsh-based union; in fact, the new South Wales Area NUK retained
virtually all of .the powers and functions of the old 'Fed'. But feeling ran strongly
in the industry, ·especially once the coalfields of Britain were placed under a single
National Coal Board in 1947, that unity in outlook and action was paramount. Faced with
accusations that a Welsh Parliament would fracture this unity, the Home Rulers weakened
their case with condradictory responses: the campaign's President. Lady Megan LloydGeorge, assured the miners that there would be no separate Welsh Coal Board, and that
a Welsh Parliament would merely scrutinize the N.C.• B. 's activities in Wales; she and ·
her campaign committee invited the union to re-write the Parliament for Wales plans to
their own satisfaction. On the other hand, s.o. Davies defended by attacking: in the
Western Mail (10 May, 1954) he argued that a Welsh Parliament would be a Socialist
Parliament. and outlined the scientific and technological measures it could take to
develop the Welsh coal industry. Under such conditions. he maintained, the miners ehould
embrace the logic of a Welsh Coal Board and a Welsh Miners Union; this was infinitel7
preferable to neglect and mismanagement at the hands of an undemocratic, unaccountable
British bUreaucracy. On the very day of S.O.'s letter. the South Wales NUM voted by
121 to 34 (with 45 abstentions) against Welsh Home Rule at its annual conference in
Porthcawl. Although individual Communists had helped put the motion on the agenda, their
Party's efforts were half-hearted; Arthur Horner sat on the fence, in the cnair, and
the only M.P.'s permitted to address the delegates were ex-Home Rulers Jim Griffiths
and Dai Grenfell.

•

A week later. the Welsh Regional Council of Labour took its inevitable decision to
endorse Labour's Policy for Wales and to fall in behind the miners. The overwhelming
desire for unity in Labour ranks produced a crushing vote of 154 to three against a
Welsh Parliament. It was a formality for the party's British conference, meeting in
Scarborough in the October, to accept the policy document and so formally end Labour's
commitment to Home Rule for Wales. The one delegate who protested, a railway worker
from Kerioneth 1 swiftly defected to Plaid Cymru - with the conference laughter still,
ringing in his ears. The Parliament for Wales campaign trundled on, its Labour figureheads appearing at numerous rallies and public meetings. When s.o. Davies won a Private
Kembers' ballot in December 1954, he chose to introduce a Government of Wales Bill
providing for a Welsh Parliament. The Bill's Second Reading on March 4, 1955. was a
demoralising affair disdainfully ignored by six hundred or so M.P.'s. The ease for a
more democratic, accountable and representative administration of Welsh affairs, and
for a l~ghtening of Westminster's burden, was ably and moderately advanced by the five
Welsh Labour M.P.'s and others; it met with equally moderate opposition from the likes
of Jim- Griffiths and Tory Peter Thomas- and with violent denunciation from Ness Edwards
and the Conservative David Llewell~. The Bill was defeated by 50 to 16 (including the
tellers), with the Welsh Labour M.P.'s dividing 14 to 5 against. The day before the
debate George Thomas told the Western Mail of his efforts to kill the Bill: "We are
appealing to English Members, as I did in Yorkshire, to help us to save the Welsh people
from themselves•. The parliamentary proceedings had supplied the Home Rulers with a
platform - but the inevitable defeat had also punctured the morale of campaign workers.
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A final push was launched to collect signatures for the petition presented to
Parliament in April 1956 by Goronwy Roberts. Exactly 240,652 people had recorded their
desire for a Welsh Parliament: 14% of the Welsh electorate, over 8~ of those approached.
The names have gathered dust in a Westminster or Whitehall basement ever since. Although
the Parliament for Wales campaign quickly expired, for a time its Labour wing considered
carrying on: Goronwy Roberts floated ideas for a revived 'Gwerin' movement and a 'Labour
f~r Wales' conference and newspaper. These sank as the Labour Home Rulers opted instead
for the strategy suggested in correspondence from Roberts and Cledwyn Hughes to s.o.
Davies on January 10, 1955; to lay a bureaucratic base for devolution with a Secretary
of State, an expanded Welsh Civil Service or Welsh Office, and - later - an elected
Welsh asseably with modest powers. This, they hoped, would build •a bridge to "selfgovernment•. As for the Labour Party proper, it relaxed after the subsidence of the
exaggerated Nationalist threat in 1955; the urgency to consider constitutional or local
government reform evaporated, and the winding-up of the Welsh Labour movement's own
paper ~ic Democrat (previously South Wales Democrat) in 1957 was symbolic. Labour's
National Executive did not even bother to take disciplinary action against the five
Home Rule M.P.'s reported to them in January 1956 by that champion of •tolerance and ·
respect•, Cliff Prothero.

ECONOMIC IBTEGR~ION AND THB LABOUR GOVERNMENT 1945-51
Through much of the 1930's the level of uneaployment in Wales was twice that of the
United Kingdom, although the Welsh rate did ease from 37% in 1932 to 26% in 1938. These
appalling heights were reached despite the drain of Welsh life-blood ~o the Midlands
and Home Counties of England: between 1921 and 1938 over 420,POO people abandoned their
country in search of work; 15,000 Welsh girls found it as domestic servants in Lond~n;
and jobless miners entered Government centres to train as butlers and waiters. The
heartache and the memories of this Depression were not erased by the temporary boom of
a war-economy (when, in the words of the 1946 White Paper on Wa1es, "as the general
labour situation in England grew tighter, the influence of the Ministry of Labour and
the Supply Departaents was progressively exerted towards the creation of more industrial
capacity in Wales•); so in 1945 the Welsh electorate looked to Labour for permanent
security. One of the Attlee administration's first measures was the 1945 Distribution
of Industry Act: it empowered the Government to· build factories, to offer financial
inducements to industrialists and - reinforced by the introduction of Industrial
Development Certificates two years later - to lim!~ exPansion in non-Development areas.
These and other initiatives slowed the emigration of young people and reduced the
unemployment rate to 4% by 1949, falling still fUrther to 2% by 1955. Economic output
in Wales (Gross Domestic Product) expanded in real terms by 23% between 1948 and 1954
(compared with a growth of 18% in the U.K. overall), as output per worker in Wales
overtook the U.K. average. The Welsh economy's relationships with the outside world
were changing also: the British Government's war-time lease-lend agreements with the
U.S.A. destroyed the Canadian market for Welsh anthracite coal and the South· American
• market for Welsh tinplate; similarly, an arrangement with France committed Britain to
the purchase of French slate instead of the north Wales product. This curtailment of
Wales' foreign trade foreshadowed a period of intensive integration into the British
domestic economy. As a result of the Labour Government's stick-and-carrot regional
policies, Wales imported an average of £41 millions of fresh English capital every year
between 1948 and 1951 (while gross profits generated in Wales averaged £80 millions,
private fixed capital ihvestaent £55-65 millions and dividends £24 millions). Board of
Trade President Sir Stafford Cripps acknowledged the huge growth of English. capitalism·
in Wales, informing M.P.'s of its political implications:
Though, of course, due attention must be paid to the employment of the people
10 their own native industries, it has been by the introduction into Wales
of many new industries from England that we have been able to help that area.
So it is important, in our view, that nothing should be done to segregate or
isolate Wales or its economic problems from the general, industrial and
administrative life of the country as a whole.

.

(Hansard, 28 October, 1946)
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In the same debate Cripps insisted that "there is no more specialised a view of Welsh
economic problems than there is about those of Durham, or the north east ·coast". Even
if the parallel could have been chosen more diplomatically, Cripps was merely reflecting
. his Government's official view. Hence the consistency with which the 1945-51 Labour
administration rejected the case for a Welsh economic plan (made by ·Dai Grenfell and
others), a Welsh Rural Development Board (proposed by the Council for Wales), a Welsh
Reconstruction Council and a Welsh Electricity Board (recomaended by the Advisory
Council on Welsh Reconstruction). This refusal to treat Wales as an economic entity was
generally accepted across the Labour spectrua, even encompassing Home Rulers like
Goronwy Roberts - who advocated Socialist planning from London and scorned any notions
of Welsh Reconoaic sovereignty•. Many Labour followers agreed with Aneurin Bevan that
there was no Welsh dimension whatsoever to the solution of his native country's
problems in agriculture, coal, steel or transport - thus all considerations of
geograp~, culture and identity were banished from econoaio affairs.
Labour did much to improve the iamediate lot of the Welsh people in the late 1940's
and · early 1950's: but the strategy adopted stored dire problems for the future. The
over-dependance on coal-mining was not seriously tackled, except to the degree that it
was joined by a growing dependance on the booming steel industry. Far from developing
a more autonomous and unified economy in Wales, the aajor Welsh economic resions were
made more dependant upon English markets, Inglish oapital and an Bnglish-orientated
coamunications network. Control of the Welsh economy passed from a handful of English
and Welsh capitalists to a fistful of centralised State bureaucracies
and a larger
number of English companies.
Hand in hand with this economic integration ·went the renewal of the Welsh people's
political faith in the United Kingdom that occurred with Labour's election victories
in 1945 and 1950. Yet there remained a residue of spiritual separateness, struggling
periodically to exert itself in matters of State: for example, the Welsh religiouspacifist tradition strengthened resistance to Labour's plans for peace-time conscription
into the ~ed Forces in June 1947. When an amendment was tabled in the Commons to
exempt Wales from the Military Service Bill, the Welsh K.P.'s divided 12 against 12with the remaining 12 abstaining. (Northern Ireland was not included in the Bill from
the beginning). Of course, it was illogical for Labour men like Will Cove, Percy Morris
and D.J. Williams to ask for special treatment for Wales in such a vital matter, whilst
upholding the political and economic integrity of the Kingdom. Certainly, the Labour
Government and its centralist supporters in Wales had little sympathy or respect for
these British-welsh Januses in the Labour ranks. Demands for a Welsh. Broadcasting
Corporation froa, among others, the Welsh Parliamentary Party and Undeb Cyaru Fydd,
.were curtly brushed aside. Welsh feelings were particularly offended by the seizure of
land for military training: in 1946 the War Office headed by Manny Shinwell announced
its intention to occupy 500,000 acres of Welsh land; this preposterous amount was
reduced to a maximum of 10~,000 acres in the face of widespread opposition. Even so,
more than 50,000 acres has been in continual military use ever since 1950, including
the sites taken under the Labour Government at Castlemartin and Sennybridge. Actions •
and attitudes such as these dismayed many of Labour's diminished coterie of Welsh
intellectuals; Hywel D. Lewis spoke for a sizeable ainority of socialists in his epitaph
to the 1945-51 Labour administration, delivered to the Borth Wales quarrymen in 1951:
Another element of pure socialism is patriotism - for us in Wales, Welshness. It
is an impure socialism that imposes uniformity on people everywhere, taking no
account of substantial and valuable variations ••• It is not necessary to be a bad
Welspaan in order to be a good socialist ••• In this light it is sad to behold the
record of the Labour Movement, including the Labour Government we had, in its
dealings with Wales. A pitiful inability to appreciate Welsh culture and its needs
was shown time after time ••• It hurts to recall how much of our land was raped
when the first effective Labour Government was in office, and how unwilling were
governaent officials to consider Wales and the areas that have suffered so .ach.
Indeed, some thoroughly anti-Welsh statements were made on these matters ••• Was
it not one of the Labour Government's leading lights who accused us of -traditional obstinacyw because we cling to the Welshness of an institution uncorrupted by
foreign influences, the National Eisteddfod? Nobody who speaks like that can know
the time of day in Welsh Wales, but I fear that is the case with aany of our
Labour leaders in Wales.
(~oad, April 1952)
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4. The Other Aneurin Bevan
Pew people today would presume to write an essay on the late Aneurin Bevan, cowed
- as they should be - by the suspicion that it could wither in the shadow of Michael
Foot's masterfUl biography. Yet, as Foot himself would concede, there is one field
of issues which entirely escapes the expansive grasp of .Aneurin Bevan Volumes One and
Two.
Foot, who inherited Bevan's Ebbw Vale constituency in 1960, wrote the first volume
early in that decade and had completed volume two by 1973. Devolution had yet to
assume the significance it subsequently commanded, while the Welsh language
controversies of both decades dwelt only on the periphery of Michael Foot's political
consciousness. Not ' until the second half of the 1970's did the Prime Minister pass
the slippery Devolution Ball to Michael, with instructions to jink through a pack of
hostile Labour M.P.'s with it. Were Foot to re-tell the second haif . of Bevan'e life,
it is inconceivable that he would again ignore his hero's views on the Welsh language
and Home Rule.
So this article is an attempt at filling the gap, although it could be noted that
in The Joy of Freedom Derrick Hearne presumes to write 'Aneurin Bevan: a Nationalist
Reappraisal'. This is not an uninteresting chapter- except that it ignores Bevan's
background and experiences entirely, and does not refer to a single opinion that
Bevan ever expressed about Wales or things Welsh!

•

Aneurin's father, David Bevan, was a Welsh-speaking native of Tredegar in Gwent, an
eisteddfodwr, · chapel-goer and a member of the Cymmrodorion. Every Sunday night he and
his family would gather around the organ to sing hymns and Welsh folk-songs. Phoebe
Bevan (nee Prothero) was descended from Anglo-Welsh border stock but it was she who
urged David Bevan to pass on Welsh - a language she did not share with him - to their
children. Even though six of the ten offspring were given thoroughly Welsh christian
names, their father declined to bless them also with his mother-tongue. However, the
fact that Aneurin, like his brothers and sisters, was thus disinherited did not prevent
him from forever harbouring an abiding affection for the Welsh language. Even as the
most controversial M.P. of his time, clashing with Attlee and Churchill on issues of
enormous international gravity, he did not forget the native language of his boyhood
valleys. For example, during the Welsh Day debate of December 12, 1953, he declared:
Although those of us who have been brought up in Monmouth and in Glamorgan
are not Welsh-speaking, Welsh-writing Welshmen, nevertheless we are all
aware of the fact that there exists in Wales, and especially in the rural
areas, a culture which is unique in the world. And we are not prepared
to see it die.
His editorial in the socialist paper Tribune on 'The Claims of Wales' (republished
in t~e Spring 1947 issue of t~e - prestigious magazine Wales) eulogised Welsh culture
and appreciated the essential place in it of the language:
People from other parts of the country are surprised when they visit Wales
to find how many Welsh people still speak Welsh, and how strong and even
passionate, is the love of the Welsh for their country, their culture and
their unique institutions.
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In all this there is nothing to deplore. On the contrary, it is very much
to the good that distinctive cultures, values and institutions should
flourish, so as to counteract the appalling tendency of the times towards
standardisation, regimentation and universal greyness. Furthermore, a
wholesome patriotism should be cherished when it is the only custodian of
these precious verisimilitudes, and multi-coloured flowerings of human
experience. A passionate dedication to, and jealousy of, national cultures
have inspired some of the noblest achievements of mankind, and we should
lose touch with much that helps now to adorn our world if the super-state
were allowed to obliterate all _the differences which people have from
each other.
Nonetheless, it would be wrong to give the impression that Bevan was unstinting and
unambivalent in his support for Welsh. He regarded the National. Eisteddfod's all-Welsh
rule as a malicious act of bigotry; and yet he delighted in the festival when it came
to Ebbw Vale in 1958. The following year Bevan had to be dissuaded fro~ travelling to
the Eisteddfod in Rhos, where he wanted to speak against the rule. He stretched his
understandable empathy with 'Anglo-Welsh' culture to the point of paranoia about the
Welsh language and its advocates. As he told his fellow-M.P.'s on 28 October, 1946:
The culture and cultural institutions of Wales do not belong entirely to
North Wales or Mid Wales. There exists in the English-speaking populations
of Monmouthshire, Glamorganshire and some parts of Carmarthenshire, a
culture as rich and profound as that which comes from the Welsh-speaking
people of North Wales. There has been too great a tendency to identify
Welsh culture with Welsh speaking ••• what some of us are afraid of is that,
if this psychosis is developed too far, we shall see in some of the Englishspeaking parts of Wales a vast majority tyrranised over by a few Welshspeaking people in Cardiganshire ••• the whole or the Civil Service of Wales
would be eventually provided from those small pockets of 'Welsh-speaking,
Welsh-writing zealots and the vast majority of Welshmen would be denied
participation in the Government of their country.

•

The temptation to introduce at this point the current M.P. for Pontypool is
irresistible - but we should note that, although Leo Abse preaches a similar message
today, he has never waxed eloquent about the Welsh language or pristine Welsh culture
in the way that Bevan could. Not that Abse denies his Wels~ origins in the way that
Roy Jenkins does. Jenkins, who was born and reared in Abersychan the son of a Welsh
miners' leader, once said on television: "I'm not so much a Welshman as a man of the
Border". In his diagnostic book Private Member, Abse can barely contain his contempt
for the way in which Jenkins (under his mother's influence) has spurned his background,
~ust as Bevan could not resist poking fun at Jenkins' flight from his Welsh and
working-class cradle. "Some people say that Roy is lazy" Bevan once remarked, "and
yet he has worked very hard to lose his Welsh accent".
More than once in his anti-devolution outpourings Abse has invoked Bevan's outlooks,
notably the latter's aversion to such House of Commons institutions as the Welsh
Paliamentary Labour group and the annual 'Welsh Day' debate. It is true that Bevan
looked down on these manifestations of clubby Welsh provincialism with a mixture Qf
scorn and embarrassment. Yet here again there was a touch of schizophrenia about his
behaviour: in December 1944 he allowed himself to be nominated - and then elected chairman .of the Welsh Parliamentary Party, an all-party sham of even less worth than
the Wel~h Labour Group. Bevan quickly found this out when he convened a special
meeting of the W.P.P. to consider Government plans to set up two financial corporations
in preparation for post-war industrial development. Those few M.P.'s who troubled to
attend were hopelessly split, half of them insisting that the W.P.P. must not pronounce
or act upon
'party' (i.e.political) matters. Thereafter Bevan could summon up
little enthusiasm for institutionalised Welsh gatherings that .did not relate to, what
were for him, the economic and social fundamentals. In this light, it is reasonable
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to imagine that he would have approved of the newly-established Select Committee on
Welsh Affairs (of which Leo Abse is the Chairman).
His editorial in Tribune explained why he considered the Welsh Day innovation to be
a piece of nonsense. Problems in agriculture, coal, steel and the other industries
should, Bevan argued, be solved on a United Kingdom level; it was futile to cram them
into an artificial Welsh context ror one day a year. He reasoned:
In so far as Wales is different from England, it is the difference and not
the similarity which requires special recognition and a special constitutional
medium of expression. Wales is different, not in the fact that she possesses
coal and steel, docks and harbours, factories and an intricate web of
economic activities. These are part of the common life of the United Kingdom.
She is different in that she has a language of her own, an art and a culture,
and an -educational system and an excitement for things of the mind and the
spirit, which are wholly different from English w~ys. It is in the
commonality of this difference that Wales has a claim for special recognition
and where she should seek new forms of national life.
A special constitutional medium of expression, new forms of national life ••• what
was Bevan suggesting? It is doubtful if he ever knew himself, but some remarks in a
Welsh Day speech are interesting. Before launching his diatribe against what in 1944
was the first Welsh Day in parliament, he said:
Wales has a special place, a special individuality, a special culture and
special claims and I do not think that this is the place where any of them
can properly be considered. There may be an argument - I think there is an
argument - for considerable devolution of government.
Could he have been thinking of a Welsh Grand Committee of M.P.'s, along the lines of
the Scottish one already in existence? - unlikely, because such a body would still
meet in the House of Commons and, anyway, would hardly qualify as a measure of
'devolution'.The Welsh Grand Committee set up in 1960 has been a sterile 'siop siarad'•

•

Almost certainly Bevan was not hinting at some veiled desire for a Welsh Parliament:
he deplored the nationalism that demanded a degree of separate statehood for Wales,
and would not have countenanced the devolving of economiq or industrial powers to
an elected - or nominated - Welsh authority. Yet Bevan had an opportunity ~o register
his opposition to Welsh Home Rule on Karch 4, 1955, when S.O. Davies presented his
Government of Wales Bill for its Second Reading in the Commons. Such staunchly antidevolution M.P.'s as George Thomas, Jim Callaghan, Ness Edwards and Iorrie Thomas
stayed until 4 o'clock on that Fri~ay afternoon to help defeat the Bill. Only five
Welsh Labour M.P.'s played no part in the parliamentary proceedings, Bevan being one
of them. The previous night he had participated in a momentous Commons division on
Defence Policy; on Sunday, March 6, he was ill at home with influenza. Undoubtedly
the well-organised opponents of S.O.'s Bill pleaded with Nye to grace the 'No' lobby
with his stature and authority. Perhaps he was too ill on March 4 to do so, or ·he had
other engagements which he judged to be of greater importance. Or he could not bring
himself to strike an irrevocable, possibly lethal, blow against Home Rule for the
land of his birth. At no time did Bevan publicly express his views on this, the most
definite and detailed proposal in his lifetime for a Welsh Parliament. The Tory
Under-Secretary of State for Welsh Affairs, Lord Mancrott, told a Conservative meeting
in Cardiff on the evening of the Bill's defeat that Wales had been rescued from
self-government - and so had escaped the terrible prospect of "Mr Aneurin Bevan as the
first Governor-General of the Principality".

In preparation for the 1959 .General Election the Labour Party's National Executive
appointed a sub-committee under Jim Griffiths to formulate manifesto policies for
Wales. Much to Griffiths' sorrow and exasperation, his pet scheme of a Secretary of
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State for Wales at the head of a Welsh Office was blocked by Bevan who, as long ago
as October 1946, had maintained:
A Minister for Wales would be overloaded and would have to take the advice
and the information given to him by his colleagues, in which case he would
be merely a mouthpiece. He would merely convey to the House what departaental
Ministers would want him to say. Is that what hon. Members want? Do they
want a Welsh messenger boy? Do they want a Minister dressed up here in the
panoply of a Welsh Office, who would be merely telling Welsh Members what
he was told to say by departmental Ministers? !bat is what he would have
to do.
This was a narrow and pessimistic appraisal, disregarding any benefit that could
flow to Wales from having a strong-minded Secret.a ry of State with Cabinet status;
although Bevan was correct to point out that no Minister for Wales could conceivably
wield substantial economic or industrial powers. Bevan the sophist insisted that
constitutional change could not contribute to the solution of economic problems - an
arguable assertion which he advanced boldly as a truism. Bevan also feared the post
of Secretary of State as a "slippery slope", leading to the creation' of a nationalist
enclave of Welsh-speaking civil servants.
After one meeting of the N.E.C. sub-committee Griffiths and Bevan left the room
together, still arguing; as they walked along the corridor ,Bevan turned to Griffiths
and asked: WHow much do you really want this thing?" His compatriot and fellow
ex-miner stopped and answered,WWith all my heart and soul". Bevan simply replied: ·
WOh alright then, haTe it". At the committee•s· next meeting Bevan announced his
Saulean conversion to Griffiths' proposals and Labour's 1959 Manifesto duly contained
the commitment to a Welsh Secretary of State and a Welsh Office. Perhaps it was a
case of Bevan's Welsh heart over-ruling his British head. Whatever else this episode
reveals about him, it clearly indicates a lack of enthusiasm for administrative
devolution.
Hence we return to the question: What strain of devolution would Bevan have advocated
or, at least, tolerated? In 'The Claims of Wales' he seems to imply an elected, allWales body discussing, administering and possibly legislating upon peculiarly or
characteristically Welsh issues like the language, education, local government and the
arts. But here again, above all Bevan was a man who - Foot claims - grasped the
realities of political and economic power. If so, it is difficult to . imagine how Bevan
the Marxist (according to Michael Foot) could accept the disentanglement of such
matters as education and culture from the mesh of those realities. Whatever he wrote
in Tribune in a flush of patriotism, he would have been the first to savage any scheme
which devolved matters of the heart and spirit to Wales, whilst retaining matters of
the purse and political muscle in England. SUch a notion would, to use Bevan's
favourite adjective, be "frivolous". In all his writings and orations, Bevan offers .
only one glimpse of the devolution model he might advocate for Wales - in the following
passage from his Welsh Day speech of October 28, 1946:
It is obvious that as the Government more and more intervenes in economic
affairs, we may have to reconsider the whole structure of local government,
and consider whether any new constitutional devices are necessary in order
to put into the hands of elected persons at the regional level the obligation
· to carry out a good deal, of Government administration. There is a lot to
- • be said for that.
Bevan might well have favoured the type of Welsh Assembly proposed by the Labour
Government in the 1970's, although ne would probably have demanded fewer executive
and financial powers rather than more, and would have preferred an all-Britain package
to the 'appeasement' of Welsh and Scottish Nationalists. But all this is conjecture.
How intriguing that this political giant, so definite in the minutiae of health or
housing or on the principles of Capitalism and Socialism, should flounder in the affairs
of his small native land. His Welshness - so readily perceived by friends and enemies
alike - was a phenomenom with which Aneurin Bevan himself never fully came to terms.
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